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DRAFT 
PLEASE DO NOT CITE WITHOUT PERMISSION OF THE SENIOR 
AUTHOR 
 
A catalog of the artifacts collected in 1983 from the W.E.B. Du Bois Boyhood Homesite.   
The coding system is ARDVARK developed by Mitchell Mulholland with amendments 
at the University of Massachusetts Amherst UMass Archaeological Services and UMass 
Amherst Summer Field School in Archaeology. 
  
 Du Bois 1983 Catalog 
 Area Coordinates Provenience Index Depths ID Translation Adjusted  
 13  
 E29N12 
 103 
 2 CONDIMENT BOTTLE 1 
 1 MARINE SHELL 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  103 (2 detail records) 
 Sum 2 
 Standard 0.02% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E29N12 (2 detail records) 
 Sum 2 
 Standard 0.02% 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index (PI).Area' =  13 Line/Trash Pit (2 detail records) 
 Sum 2 
 Standard 0.02% 
 Control Pit 1  
 E52N25.5 
 230 
 0 25 1 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 0 30 4 UNCODED HISTORIC  1 
 MATERIAL 
 0 30 5 ROUNDHEAD WIRE  1 
 NAIL 
 0 30 7 WINDOW GLASS 3 
 0 30 8 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 0 31 3 BOS (SP.)-CATTLE 1 
 9 31 2 COAL 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  230 (7 detail records) 
 Sum 9 
 Standard 0.07% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E52N25.5 (7 detail records) 
 Sum 9 
 Standard 0.07% 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index (PI).Area' =  Control Pit 1 1983 (7 detail records) 
 Sum 9 
 Standard 0.07% 
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 Midden A 
 E11N20 
 13 
 1 LIQUOR BOTTLE 2 
 6 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 5 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 1 
 4 WINDOW GLASS 2 
 3 BOTTLE UNIDENT 4 
 2 BOTTLE UNIDENT 3 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  13 (6 detail records) 
 Sum 13 
 Standard 0.10% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E11N20 (6 detail records) 
 Sum 13 
 Standard 0.10% 
 E11N21 
 14 
 11 PROPRIETARY  1 
 MEDICINE 
 3 WHITEW.TR- 3 
 PRNTD,OTH.COL 
 4 UNIDENT GLASS 3 
 5 WHITEW.TR- 2 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 6 PROPRIETARY  1 
 MEDICINE 
 7 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 8 UNIDENT GLASS 5 
 2 MARINE SHELL 2 
 10 RED BODIED WARE -  1 
 OTHER 
 1 UPPER WITH EYELET 9 
 12 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 13 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 2 
 14 PROPRIETARY  1 
 MEDICINE 
 15 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 2 
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 Area Coordinates Provenience Index Depths ID Translation Adjusted  
 15 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 4 
 17 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 9 WINDOW GLASS 5 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  14 (17 detail records) 
 Sum 44 
 Standard 0.36% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E11N21 (17 detail records) 
 Sum 44 
 Standard 0.36% 
 E11N22 
 15 
 28 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 24 WINDOW GLASS 2 
 19 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 8 BUCKET -FERROUS  19 
 MTL 
 20 TOOL HANDLE - 1 
 UNSPEC 
 15 PROPRIETARY  7 
 MEDICINE 
 17 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 29 UNIDENT GLASS 3 
 10 LIQUOR BOTTLE 2 
 27 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,BLK/BRN 
 26 INK BOTTLE 1 
 25 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 21 LIQUOR BOTTLE 1 
 22 UNIDENT GLASS 4 
 23 BEER BOTTLE GLASS 3 
 30 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 4 SHELL:OYSTER 3 
 14 WINDOW GLASS 5 
 13 CONDIMENT BOTTLE 1 
 12 CANNING JAR 3 
 11 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 3 
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 Area Coordinates Provenience Index Depths ID Translation Adjusted  
 31 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 18 PLATE 2 
 7 PROPRIETARY  2 
 MEDICINE 
 9 LIQUOR BOTTLE 15 
 3 OTHER STONEWARE- 2 
 IDENT 
 2 SHOE FRAGMENTS 20 
 1 BOS (SP.)-CATTLE 4 
 16 PROPRIETARY  1 
 MEDICINE 
 6 FRUIT 
JAR/PRESERVES 2 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  15 (30 detail records) 
 Sum 114 
 Standard 0.92% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E11N22 (30 detail records) 
 Sum 114 
 Standard 0.92% 
 E11N23 
 16 
 10 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 1 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 1 
 16 PROPRIETARY  3 
 MEDICINE 
 15 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 1 
 14 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 13 KIT: FORK 1 
 9 MILK 1 
 11 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 3 SHOE FRAGMENTS 12 
 8 LIQUOR BOTTLE 1 
 7 FRUIT 
JAR/PRESERVES 7 
 6 CANNING JAR 1 
 5 RED BODIED WARE -  2 
 OTHER 
 4 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 13 
 12 HINGE FRAGMENT 1 
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 Area Coordinates Provenience Index Depths ID Translation Adjusted  
 2 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 6 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  16 (16 detail records) 
 Sum 53 
 Standard 0.43% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E11N23 (16 detail records) 
 Sum 53 
 Standard 0.43% 
 E11N24 
 17 
 8 PROPRIETARY  1 
 MEDICINE 
 7 WINDOW GLASS 1 
 6 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 5 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 4 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 4 
 3 FRUIT 
JAR/PRESERVES 1 
 2 RED BODIED WARE -  1 
 OTHER 
 1 SHOE FRAGMENTS 4 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  17 (8 detail records) 
 Sum 14 
 Standard 0.11% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E11N24 (8 detail records) 
 Sum 14 
 Standard 0.11% 
 E12N20 
 18 
 4 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 9 WHITEW.TR- 2 
 PRNTD,OTH.COL 
 8 SOLE OUTER 1 
 7 PROPRIETARY  1 
 MEDICINE 
 3 WINDOW GLASS 2 
 5 MTL/SCRP-CHROME 1 
 1 COAL 2 
 2 MARINE SHELL 1 
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 Area Coordinates Provenience Index Depths ID Translation Adjusted  
 6 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  18 (9 detail records) 
 Sum 12 
 Standard 0.10% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E12N20 (9 detail records) 
 Sum 12 
 Standard 0.10% 
 E12N21 
 19 
 11 IRON NAIL-UNSPEC  1 
 TYPE 
 1 BARBED WIRE 1 
 2 BAILING WIRE 8 
 3 CHICKEN WIRE 3 
 4 MARINE SHELL 1 
 5 FURN: CLOCK PARTS 1 
 7 FURN: HANDLE - 1 
 UNSPEC TYPE 
 23 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 35 WHITEW.TR- 2 
 PRNTD,OTH.COL 
 34 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,OTH.COL 
 33 IRON SCREW 1 
 32 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 31 WINDOW GLASS 8 
 30 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 29 BOTTLE UNIDENT 29 
 28 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 1 
 27 FRUIT 
JAR/PRESERVES 15 
 26 BOTTLE UNIDENT 3 
 9 IRON ROD 1 
 24 PROPRIETARY  2 
 MEDICINE 
 10 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 32 
 22 BOTTLE UNIDENT 3 
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 21 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 19 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 18 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 17 CLEAR CHIMNEY 
GLASS 10 
 16 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 15 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 9 
 14 RED BODIED WARE -  11 
 OTHER 
 13 SHOE FRAGMENTS 16 
 12 FAUNAL BONE -  10 
 UNIDENT 
 6 KIT: CAN OPENER 1 
 25 UNIDENT GLASS 19 
 8 MTL/SCRP -TIN 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  19 (34 detail records) 
 Sum 199 
 Standard 1.61% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E12N21 (34 detail records) 
 Sum 199 
 Standard 1.61% 
 E12N22 
 238 
 49 UNIDENT GLASS 5 
 58 UNIDENT GLASS 4 
 57 WINDOW GLASS 3 
 56 WINDOW GLASS 18 
 55 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 54 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 53 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 8 
 52 BEER BOTTLE GLASS 37 
 51 UNIDENT GLASS 5 
 37 BOTTLE UNIDENT 3 
 60 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 39 CLEAR CHIMNEY 
GLASS 4 
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 1 BARBED WIRE 2 
 63 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 38 BEER BOTTLE GLASS 1 
 40 BOTTLE UNIDENT 5 
 41 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 42 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 43 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 44 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 45 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 46 UNIDENT GLASS 3 
 47 UNIDENT GLASS 29 
 48 UNIDENT GLASS 3 
 50 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 25 OTHER COLORED  1 
 STNWRS 
 36 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 35 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 34 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 33 GLASS INSULATOR 2 
 32 UNIDENT GLASS 6 
 31 UNIDENT GLASS 4 
 30 CLEAR CHIMNEY 
GLASS 7 
 29 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 28 UNIDENT GLASS 10 
 27 UNIDENT GLASS 4 
 59 UNIDENT GLASS 3 
 26 WINDOW GLASS 26 
 24 STONEWARE- 2 
 GY.BOD/BRN GLZE 
 62 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 23 RED.BOD.CLEAR  6 
 GLAZE CER. 
 61 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 22 WHITEWARE- 2 
 DECORATED 
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 Area Coordinates Provenience Index Depths ID Translation Adjusted  
 21 WHITEWARE- 6 
 DECORATED 
 20 PORCELAIN  2 
 INSULATOR 
 19 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 40 
 14 FAUNAL BONE -  12 
 UNIDENT 
 3 CHICKEN WIRE 24 
 2 WIRE 5 
 13 ICE SKATE 1 
 0 0 100 ROUNDHEAD WIRE  9 
 NAIL 
 0 0 12 KIT: BOTTLE CAP - 1 
 METAL 
 0 0 6 BUCKLE -FERROUS  1 
 MTL 
 0 0 101 IRON NAIL-UNSPEC  4 
 TYPE 
 0 0 4 WIRE 1 
 0 0 11 TIN CAN LID 1 
 0 0 16 SOLE INNER 3 
 0 0 7 KIT: KNIFE 1 
 0 0 8 HARDWARE -UNSPEC 1 
 0 0 15 SHOE FRAGMENTS 30 
 0 0 10 METAL HOOP 3 
 0 0 9 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 45 
 0 0 18 KIT: MASON JAR LID 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  238 (63 detail records) 
 Sum 414 
 Standard 3.34% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E12N22 (63 detail records) 
 Sum 414 
 Standard 3.34% 
 E12N23 
 20 
 41 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 37 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 38 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 39 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
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 Area Coordinates Provenience Index Depths ID Translation Adjusted  
 40 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 42 SOLE OUTER 6 
 43 SHOE FRAGMENTS 5 
 44 SHOE FRAGMENTS 2 
 45 FABRIC -UNSPEC 
TYPE 1 
 33 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 36 FAUNAL BONE -  4 
 UNIDENT 
 19 PROPRIETARY  1 
 MEDICINE 
 11 BOTTLE UNIDENT 4 
 12 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 13 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 2 
 14 UNIDENT. JAR 2 
 15 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 16 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 35 SPRING (HARDWARE) 1 
 18 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 8 LIQUOR BOTTLE 3 
 20 FRUIT 
JAR/PRESERVES 1 
 21 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 22 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 23 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 24 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 1 
 25 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 17 FRUIT 
JAR/PRESERVES 6 
 26 KIT: JAR LID 1 
 34 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 1 
 1 CONDIMENT BOTTLE 1 
 32 HORSESHOE -FER  1 
 METAL 
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 Area Coordinates Provenience Index Depths ID Translation Adjusted  
 31 MTL 
CONST:PLUMBING  1 
 PIPES 
 30 OTHER STONEWARE- 4 
 IDENT 
 29 OTHER STONEWARE- 3 
 IDENT 
 10 WINDOW GLASS 6 
 27 RED BODIED WARE -  3 
 OTHER 
 9 WINDOW GLASS 9 
 2 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 16 
 3 UPPER WITH EYELET 1 
 4 SHOE FRAGMENTS 1 
 5 SOLE OUTER 2 
 6 CAST IRON STOVE  1 
 PART 
 7 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 1 
 28 SEWER PIPE, TERRA  1 
 COTTA 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  20 (45 detail records) 
 Sum 108 
 Standard 0.87% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E12N23 (45 detail records) 
 Sum 108 
 Standard 0.87% 
 E12N24 
 21 
 21 UNIDENT GLASS 4 
 11 MTL/SCRP -TIN 1 
 1 KIT: MASON JAR LID 1 
 2 RED BODIED WARE -  2 
 OTHER 
 3 TOY -CERAMIC 
FIGURE 1 
 4 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 3 
 5 WHITEW.TR- 2 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 6 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
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 7 OTHER STONEWARE- 7 
 IDENT 
 8 SHOE FRAGMENTS 10 
 23 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 2 
 10 MARINE SHELL 3 
 24 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 32 
 19 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 22 UNIDENT GLASS 5 
 9 UPPER WITH EYELET 3 
 20 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 12 WIRE 2 
 18 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 17 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 2 
 16 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 2 
 15 WINDOW GLASS 1 
 14 ROCK 1 
 13 UNIDENT. BRICK 3 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  21 (24 detail records) 
 Sum 92 
 Standard 0.74% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E12N24 (24 detail records) 
 Sum 92 
 Standard 0.74% 
 E13N20 
 22 
 32 BARREL OR CASK - 1 
 HOOP 
 35 WIRE 2 
 34 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 1 
 33 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 4 
 22 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 8 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 1 STRAPS 1 
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 Area Coordinates Provenience Index Depths ID Translation Adjusted  
 2 UPPER WITH EYELET 1 
 3 TOY -CERAMIC 
FIGURE 1 
 4 WATCH PART 1 
 5 MARINE SHELL 1 
 24 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 7
 UNIDENT.PASTE,GLAZE 2 
 ,ETC. 
 31 SHOE FRAGMENTS 1 
 10 UNIDENT GLASS 4 
 11 UNIDENT GLASS 4 
 12 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 13 UNIDENT GLASS 3 
 14 UNIDENT GLASS 10 
 15 WINDOW GLASS 2 
 26 WINDOW GLASS 4 
 6 OTHER STONEWARE- 2 
 IDENT 
 16 WIRE 4 
 29 STRAPS 1 
 30 UPPER WITH EYELET 1 
 27 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 25 BOTTLE UNIDENT 4 
 18 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 21 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 20 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 19 FRUIT 
JAR/PRESERVES 2 
 23 LIGHT BULB -UNSPEC 7 
 28 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 17 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  22 (34 detail records) 
 Sum 75 
 Standard 0.61% 
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 Area Coordinates Provenience Index Depths ID Translation Adjusted  
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E13N20 (34 detail records) 
 Sum 75 
 Standard 0.61% 
 E13N21 
 23 
 54 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 53 IRON NAIL-UNSPEC  1 
 TYPE 
 52 IRON NAIL-UNSPEC  1 
 TYPE 
 48 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,OTH.COL 
 46 PROPRIETARY  4 
 MEDICINE 
 61 PROPRIETARY  4 
 MEDICINE 
 44 BOTTLE UNIDENT 6 
 45 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 47 LIQUOR BOTTLE 5 
 55 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 56 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 57 METAL -UNSPEC 1 
 58 LAMP FRAG -GLASS 2 
 60 LAMP FRAG -GLASS 1 
 62 WINDOW GLASS 17 
 43 CLEAR CHIMNEY 
GLASS 4 
 31 RED BODIED WARE -  5 
 OTHER 
 59 BOTTLE CORK 2 
 7 SHOE FRAGMENTS 31 
 19 METAL -UNSPEC 1 
 18 METAL -UNSPEC 1 
 17 KIT: BOTTLE OPENER 1 
 16 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 3 
 15 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
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 Area Coordinates Provenience Index Depths ID Translation Adjusted  
 14 MTL/SCRP-NICKEL 1 
 13 METAL NUT 1 
 12 BUCKLE -FERROUS  1 
 MTL 
 20 CAST IRON STOVE  1 
 PART 
 9 WIRE 2 
 10 IRON NAIL-UNSPEC  1 
 TYPE 
 6 CAULKING UNID 1 
 5 KIT: MASON JAR LID 1 
 4 FABRIC -UNSPEC 
TYPE 2 
 3 COAL 21 
 2 COAL CLINKER 56 
 42 BEER BOTTLE GLASS 2 
 33 FRUIT 
JAR/PRESERVES 1 
 1 FAUNAL BONE -  5 
 UNIDENT 
 11 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 62 
 34 PROPRIETARY  1 
 MEDICINE 
 40 LIQUOR BOTTLE 2 
 8 WIRE 17 
 21 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 38 CANNING JAR 8 
 37 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 10 
 41 UNIDENT GLASS 3 
 35 COSMETIC BOTTLE 5 
 39 SHEET GLASS 5 
 32 CANNING JAR 11 
 24 MARINE SHELL 1 
 30 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 21 
 29 UNIDENT. BRICK 3 
 28 OTHER STONEWARE- 6 
 IDENT 
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 Area Coordinates Provenience Index Depths ID Translation Adjusted  
 27 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 26 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,OTH.COL 
 25
 UNIDENT.PASTE,GLAZE 1 
 ,ETC. 
 36 MELTED UNIDENT 
GLASS 3 
 23 UNIDENT. METAL 9 
 22 HINGE FRAGMENT 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  23 (59 detail records) 
 Sum 364 
 Standard 2.94% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E13N21 (59 detail records) 
 Sum 364 
 Standard 2.94% 
 E13N22 
 24 
 84 WHITEW.TR- 3 
 PRNTD,OTH.COL 
 85 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 42 
 86 FAUNAL BONE -  1 
 UNIDENT 
 87 DOOR LATCH FRG -
IRON 1 
 88 PLASTER 1 
 90 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 3 
 92 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 1 
 95 IRON SCREW 2 
 93 FAUNAL BONE -  2 
 UNIDENT 
 94 HORSESHOE -FER  1 
 METAL 
 89 EWARE-OTHER  7 
 IDENTIFIABLE 
 83 SHELL:CLAM-HARD  3 
 SHELL 
 82 WHITEW.TR- 4 
 PRNTD,OTH.COL 
 81 FAUNAL BONE -  14 
 UNIDENT 
 80 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 3 
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 79 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 78 BICYCLE CHAIN 1 
 76 BARREL OR CASK - 2 
 HOOP 
 75 BEDSPRING 2 
 74 CHAIN LINK 1 
 96 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 65 
 73 CHICKEN WIRE 16 
 117 IRON NAIL-UNSPEC  3 
 TYPE 
 77 BARREL OR CASK - 1 
 HOOP 
 108 METAL -UNSPEC 1 
 72 MACHINE PART 1 
 120 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 119 BOTTLE UNIDENT 4 
 118 BEER BOTTLE GLASS 4 
 116 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 1 
 114 WINDOW GLASS 1 
 113 WINDOW GLASS 1 
 112 WINDOW GLASS 1 
 111 WINDOW GLASS 1 
 115 WINDOW GLASS 4 
 109 WINDOW GLASS 2 
 97 FABRIC -UNSPEC 
TYPE 4 
 107 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 1 
 106 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 19 
 105 MISC RUBBER FRAG 3 
 104 FABRIC -UNSPEC 
TYPE 5 
 103 HEEL WELT 1 
 102 TOUNGE 11 
 101 SOLE OUTER 5 
 100 SHOE FRAGMENTS 75 
 99 UPPER WITH EYELET 17 
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 Area Coordinates Provenience Index Depths ID Translation Adjusted  
 98 FABRIC -UNSPEC 
TYPE 1 
 110 WINDOW GLASS 1 
 28 UNIDENT GLASS 3 
 36 BOTTLE UNIDENT 4 
 4 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 91 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 1 
 3 FAUNAL BONE -  1 
 UNIDENT 
 71 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 2 
 2 OTHER STONEWARE- 5 
 IDENT 
 6 LAMP METAL 
NONELEC 1 
 26 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 7 MTL/SCRP -TIN 1 
 29 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 3 
 30 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 3 
 31 BOTTLE UNIDENT 4 
 32 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 33 BOTTLE UNIDENT 3 
 34 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 35 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 24 BOTTLE UNIDENT 4 
 15 HINGE FRAGMENT 1 
 23 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 22 UNIDENT GLASS 7 
 21 UNIDENT GLASS 6 
 20 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 19 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 18 UNIDENT GLASS 3 
 5 CLEAR CHIMNEY 
GLASS 1 
 16 IRON NAIL-UNSPEC  1 
 TYPE 
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 Area Coordinates Provenience Index Depths ID Translation Adjusted  
 27 BOTTLE UNIDENT 3 
 14 BICYCLE CHAIN 1 
 13 COAL 1 
 12 UNIDENT. BRICK 2 
 11 KIT: MASON JAR LID 2 
 10 CAST IRON STOVE  1 
 PART 
 9 HORSESHOE -FER  1 
 METAL 
 8 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 17 BAILING WIRE 5 
 25 BOTTLE UNIDENT 7 
 1 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 55 LIQUOR BOTTLE 1 
 56 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 57 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 58 UNIDENT GLASS 16 
 59 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 60 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 54 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 62 BOTTLE UNIDENT 7 
 61 BOTTLE UNIDENT 3 
 64 BOTTLE UNIDENT 9 
 65 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 66 WHITEW.TR- 3 
 PRNTD,OTH.COL 
 67 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 68 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 69 WHITEW.TR- 2 
 PRNTD,OTH.COL 
 70 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 37 LIQUOR BOTTLE 1 
 43 WINDOW GLASS 4 
 63 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
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 Area Coordinates Provenience Index Depths ID Translation Adjusted  
 53 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 39 WINDOW GLASS 6 
 40 WINDOW GLASS 31 
 42 WINDOW GLASS 1 
 38 WINDOW GLASS 27 
 44 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 45 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 50 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 52 BOTTLE UNIDENT 4 
 41 UNIDENT GLASS 8 
 51 BEER BOTTLE GLASS 16 
 49 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 48 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 47 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 46 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  24 (120 detail records) 
 Sum 595 
 Standard 4.80% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E13N22 (120 detail records) 
 Sum 595 
 Standard 4.80% 
 E13N23 
 25 
 54 FRUIT 
JAR/PRESERVES 3 
 47 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 6 
 46 CANNING JAR 1 
 49 CANNING JAR 4 
 50 FRUIT 
JAR/PRESERVES 1 
 51 FRUIT 
JAR/PRESERVES 2 
 52 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 53 CANNING JAR 1 
 48 FRUIT 
JAR/PRESERVES 1 
 55 CANNING JAR 2 
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 Area Coordinates Provenience Index Depths ID Translation Adjusted  
 56 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 57 SHOE FRAGMENTS 16 
 58 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 59 SOLE OUTER 1 
 60 SHOE FRAGMENTS 1 
 61 CANNING JAR 1 
 63 KIT: MISC METL COOK 
 1 
 VESSL 
 20 OTHER STONEWARE- 5 
 IDENT 
 45 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 62 UPPER WITH EYELET 11 
 11 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 1 UNIDENT. BRICK 2 
 22 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 19 WINDOW GLASS 20 
 18 LIQUOR BOTTLE 2 
 17 BOTTLE UNIDENT 10 
 16 CHARCOAL 4 
 15 UNCODED HISTORIC  2 
 MATERIAL 
 14 WHITEW.TR- 7 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 44 CANNING JAR 1 
 12 RED BODIED WARE -  10 
 OTHER 
 23 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 10 HORSESHOE -FER  1 
 METAL 
 9 CANNING JAR 2 
 8 TIN CAN LID 2 
 7 MARINE SHELL 1 
 6 SAFETY PIN 1 
 5 LAMP FRAG -TOP 1 
 4 FAUNAL BONE -  8 
 UNIDENT 
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 Area Coordinates Provenience Index Depths ID Translation Adjusted  
 3 BEDSPRING 1 
 2 BARBED WIRE 13 
 13 ROCK 1 
 33 CONDIMENT BOTTLE 1 
 43 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 42 FRUIT 
JAR/PRESERVES 1 
 41 MIRROR 1 
 40 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 39 WINDOW GLASS 1 
 38 BOTTLE UNIDENT 3 
 37 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 36 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 34 BOTTLE UNIDENT 9 
 21 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 32 HINGE FRAGMENT 1 
 31 METAL BOLT  1 
 (HARDWARE) 
 30 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 29 MACHINE PART 1 
 28 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 81 
 27 SOLE OUTER 37 
 26 UPPER SHOE 14 
 25 IRON HOOK FRAG  1 
 (HARDWARE) 
 24 BOTTLE UNIDENT 3 
 35 MILK 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  25 (63 detail records) 
 Sum 316 
 Standard 2.55% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E13N23 (63 detail records) 
 Sum 316 
 Standard 2.55% 
 E13N24 
 26 
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 38 SOLE OUTER 1 
 39 UPPER WITH EYELET 1 
 37 UPPER SHOE 2 
 34 UPPER SHOE 3 
 17 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 3 WIRE MESH 1 
 4 MACHINE PART 1 
 5 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 2 
 7 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 9 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 2 
 10 OTHER STONEWARE- 5 
 IDENT 
 14 FRUIT 
JAR/PRESERVES 6 
 16 PROPRIETARY  1 
 MEDICINE 
 18 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 19 FAUNAL BONE -  1 
 UNIDENT 
 20 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 1 
 22 WINDOW GLASS 2 
 23 MISC RUBBER FRAG 1 
 33 TOUNGE 3 
 15 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 2 KIT: MASON JAR LID 2 
 24 PROPRIETARY  1 
 MEDICINE 
 31 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 30 FABRIC -UNSPEC 
TYPE 1 
 29 STRAPS 3 
 28 TOUNGE 1 
 27 SHOE FRAGMENTS 33 
 36 SOLE OUTER 6 
 26 BICYCLE PARTS 1 
 35 UPPER WITH EYELET 6 
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 Area Coordinates Provenience Index Depths ID Translation Adjusted  
 25 SHOE FRAGMENTS 1 
 1 METAL BOX 45 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  26 (32 detail records) 
 Sum 139 
 Standard 1.12% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E13N24 (32 detail records) 
 Sum 139 
 Standard 1.12% 
 E14N20 
 27 
 45 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 37 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 38 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 39 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 40 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 41 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 42 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 44 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  2 
 VESSEL 
 36 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 46 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 33 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 43 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 8 KIT: MISC METL COOK 
 1 
 VESSL 
 35 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 15 HEEL WELT 3 
 14 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 13 CUT NAIL 
FRAGMENTS 3 
 12 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 11 MTL/SCRP -TIN 1 
 17 UPPER SHOE 1 
 9 PULLEY -UNSPEC  1 
 FRAG 
 18 SHOE FRAGMENTS 7 
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 7 UNIDENT. BRICK 10 
 6 FAUNAL BONE -  13 
 UNIDENT 
 5 WIRE 5 
 4 COAL 20 
 3 COAL CLINKER 36 
 2 WHITEW.TR- 2 
 PRNTD,OTH.COL 
 1 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 4 
 10 JACKNIFE-FERROUS  1 
 METAL 
 26 WINDOW GLASS 2 
 34 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 32 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 31 BOTTLE UNIDENT 3 
 30 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 29 BOTTLE UNIDENT 5 
 16 UPPER WITH EYELET 1 
 27 WINDOW GLASS 1 
 25 WINDOW GLASS 3 
 24 WINDOW GLASS 3 
 23 UPPER WITH EYELET 3 
 22 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 2 
 21 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 20 MTL 
CONST:PLUMBING  1 
 PIPES 
 19 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 18 
 28 WINDOW GLASS 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  27 (46 detail records) 
 Sum 175 
 Standard 1.41% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E14N20 (46 detail records) 
 Sum 175 
 Standard 1.41% 
 E14N21 
 28 
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 28 CANNING JAR 2 
 19 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 3 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 3 
 21 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 27 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 2 MACHINE PART 1 
 4 SHOE FRAGMENTS 2 
 5 RED BODIED WARE -  1 
 OTHER 
 6 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 4 
 7 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 8 PORCELAIN- 1 
 HOUSEHOLD 
 9 BOTTLE UNIDENT 4 
 10 PROPRIETARY  4 
 MEDICINE 
 11 MARINE SHELL 1 
 24 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 13 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 14 PROPRIETARY  2 
 MEDICINE 
 15 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 16 MILK 1 
 18 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 2 
 20 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 22 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 23 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 26 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 25 WINDOW GLASS 1 
 1 WIRE 5 
 12 INK BOTTLE 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  28 (27 detail records) 
 Sum 46 
 Standard 0.37% 
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 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E14N21 (27 detail records) 
 Sum 46 
 Standard 0.37% 
 E14N22 
 29 
 74 FRUIT 
JAR/PRESERVES 1 
 75 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 76 CANNING JAR 1 
 77 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 73 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 79 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 67 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 1 
 80 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 78 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 72 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 71 CANNING JAR 1 
 70 PROPRIETARY  1 
 MEDICINE 
 68 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 66 CANNING JAR 1 
 65 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 64 CANNING JAR 1 
 81 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 95 SHOE FRAGMENTS 3 
 69 LIQUOR BOTTLE 1 
 90 WHITEW.TR- 4 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 2 FAUNAL BONE -  5 
 UNIDENT 
 63 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 99 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 98 UPPER SHOE 23 
 97 KIT: MASON JAR LID 3 
 96 SOLE OUTER 9 
 94 TOUNGE 2 
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 93 FLAT LEATHER  1 
 FRAGMENTS 
 91 HORSESHOE -FER  1 
 METAL 
 82 CANNING JAR 1 
 89 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 88 WHITEW.TR- 2 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 87 UNIDENT GLASS 4 
 86 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 85 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 84 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 83 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 92 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,OTH.COL 
 14 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 30 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 5 
 29 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 2 
 27 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 1 
 25 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 24 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 25 
 23 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 22 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 24 RED BODIED WARE -  4 
 OTHER 
 20 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 19 IRON HOOK  1 
 (HARDWARE) 
 18 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 2 
 17 BELT FRAGMENTS 1 
 31 WHITEW.TR- 4 
 PRNTD,OTH.COL 
 15 EWARE-OTHER  1 
 IDENTIFIABLE 
 28 BOWL 1 
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 13 KIT: MASON JAR LID 1 
 12 IRON NAIL-UNSPEC  1 
 TYPE 
 11 FURN: PULL KNOB 1 
 10 WRENCH (TOOL) 1 
 9 LIQUOR BOTTLE 8 
 8 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 7 OTHER STONEWARE- 2 
 IDENT 
 6 IRON HOOK  1 
 (HARDWARE) 
 5 CLOTHES IRON 1 
 3 HORSESHOE -FER  1 
 METAL 
 4 MARINE SHELL 2 
 1 COSMETIC BOTTLE 1 
 62 CANNING JAR 1 
 16 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 55 CANNING JAR 1 
 48 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 32 BEDSPRING 1 
 50 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 26 WIRE 1 
 52 CANNING JAR 1 
 47 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 54 CANNING JAR 1 
 49 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 56 CANNING JAR 1 
 57 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 58 CANNING JAR 2 
 59 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 60 LIQUOR BOTTLE 1 
 61 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 53 CANNING JAR 1 
 36 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
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 33 TIN CAN -UNSPEC  1 
 FRAG 
 34 METAL NUT 1 
 51 CANNING JAR 10 
 35 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 46 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 37 SHOE FRAGMENTS 1 
 38 WIRE 5 
 45 WINDOW GLASS 14 
 40 UPPER WITH EYELET 22 
 41 SOLE OUTER 37 
 42 CANNING JAR 7 
 43 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 44 BOWL 1 
 39 UNIDENT. BRICK 4 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  29 (99 detail records) 
 Sum 284 
 Standard 2.29% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E14N22 (99 detail records) 
 Sum 284 
 Standard 2.29% 
 E14N23 
 30 
 35 WINDOW GLASS 30 
 36 UNIDENT GLASS 7 
 37 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 38 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 39 UNIDENT GLASS 7 
 17 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 6 
 41 UNIDENT GLASS 12 
 34 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 40 UNIDENT GLASS 3 
 7 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 7 
 15 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 3 
 33 BOTTLE UNIDENT 4 
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 13 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 19 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 11 MISC RUBBER FRAG 2 
 10 MTL/SCRP -TIN 2 
 16 RED BODIED WARE -  29 
 OTHER 
 8 WIRE 3 
 14 OTHER STONEWARE- 2 
 IDENT 
 6 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 5 HEEL WELT 32 
 4 SHOE FRAGMENTS 19 
 3 FAUNAL BONE -  10 
 UNIDENT 
 2 COAL CLINKER 30 
 1 FABRIC -UNSPEC 
TYPE 4 
 9 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 68 
 27 UNIDENT GLASS 11 
 32 UNIDENT GLASS 8 
 31 UNIDENT GLASS 10 
 30 BEER BOTTLE GLASS 9 
 12 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 28 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 42 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 26 UNIDENT GLASS 4 
 25 UNIDENT GLASS 3 
 24 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 23 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 22 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 21 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 20 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 18 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 29 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
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 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  30 (42 detail records) 
 Sum 344 
 Standard 2.78% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E14N23 (42 detail records) 
 Sum 344 
 Standard 2.78% 
 E14N24 
 31 
 33 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 39 RED BODIED WARE -  3 
 OTHER 
 38 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 3 
 37 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 2 
 36 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  2 
 VESSEL 
 35 MARINE SHELL 2 
 34 SHOE FRAGMENTS 6 
 16 UNIDENT GLASS 7 
 5 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 4 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 2 SHOVEL (TOOL) 1 
 24 BOTTLE UNIDENT 3 
 23 RED BODIED WARE -  2 
 OTHER 
 22 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  2 
 VESSEL 
 21 UPPER SHOE 17 
 20 UPPER SHOE 8 
 19 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 3 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 17 WINDOW GLASS 14 
 1 METAL -UNSPEC 3 
 15 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 13 SEWER PIPE, TERRA  1 
 COTTA 
 12 COAL 3 
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 11 IRON SCREW 1 
 10 IRON NAIL-UNSPEC  3 
 TYPE 
 9 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 8 TOOL HANDLE - 1 
 UNSPEC 
 7 MTL CONST:STRAP  1 
 CONNECTOR 
 6 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 18 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 31 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 7 
 30 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 29 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 28 UNIDENT GLASS 6 
 27 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 26 BOTTLE UNIDENT 4 
 25 UNIDENT GLASS 9 
 32 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  31 (38 detail records) 
 Sum 124 
 Standard 1.00% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E14N24 (38 detail records) 
 Sum 124 
 Standard 1.00% 
 E14N25 
 32 
 5 RED BODIED WARE -  1 
 OTHER 
 1 COAL 2 
 2 TOY - DOLL 1 
 4 LIQUOR BOTTLE 4 
 6 LIQUOR BOTTLE 1 
 7 LIQUOR BOTTLE 1 
 8 METAL -UNSPEC 1 
 9 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 1 
 10 WIRE 2 
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 11 METAL -UNSPEC 1 
 12 SHOE FRAGMENTS 4 
 13 METAL -UNSPEC 7 
 3 LIQUOR BOTTLE 9 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  32 (13 detail records) 
 Sum 35 
 Standard 0.28% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E14N25 (13 detail records) 
 Sum 35 
 Standard 0.28% 
 E14N26 
 33 
 4 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 2 
 7 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 5 RED BODIED WARE -  1 
 OTHER 
 3 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 2 IRON HOOK FRAG  1 
 (HARDWARE) 
 1 SHOE FRAGMENTS 4 
 6 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  33 (7 detail records) 
 Sum 11 
 Standard 0.09% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E14N26 (7 detail records) 
 Sum 11 
 Standard 0.09% 
 E15N18 
 34 
 9 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 10 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 8 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 7 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 6 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 5 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 3 BUTTON-UNSPEC 
MAT 1 
 1 SHOE FRAGMENTS 1 
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 2 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 4 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 11 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  34 (11 detail records) 
 Sum 11 
 Standard 0.09% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E15N18 (11 detail records) 
 Sum 11 
 Standard 0.09% 
 E15N19 
 35 
 1 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  3 
 VESSEL 
 11 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 9 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 7 WINDOW GLASS 4 
 6 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 9 
 5 WHITEW.TR- 4 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 4 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 2 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 12 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 13 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 10 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 3 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 23 FLAT LEATHER  2 
 FRAGMENTS 
 14 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 15 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 16 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 17 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 18 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 4 
 19 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 20 IRON NAIL-UNSPEC  1 
 TYPE 
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 8 BOTTLE UNIDENT 4 
 22 FABRIC -UNSPEC 
TYPE 1 
 21 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 0 0 24 UNIDENT TABLE  1 
 GLASS 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  35 (24 detail records) 
 Sum 47 
 Standard 0.38% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E15N19 (24 detail records) 
 Sum 47 
 Standard 0.38% 
 E15N20 
 36 
 11 WINDOW GLASS 4 
 14 RED BODIED WARE -  2 
 OTHER 
 15 BOTTLE UNIDENT 4 
 12 BOTTLE UNIDENT 6 
 8 PORCELAIN-
STORAGE  1 
 VESSEL 
 10 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 9 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 6 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 16 FAUNAL BONE -  4 
 UNIDENT 
 7 TOY -CERAMIC 
FIGURE 1 
 13 ROLLERSKATE FRAG 1 
 5 EWARE-OTHER  1 
 IDENTIFIABLE 
 4 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 3 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,BLK/BRN 
 2 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 7 
 1 HORSESHOE -FER  1 
 METAL 
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 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  36 (16 detail records) 
 Sum 39 
 Standard 0.31% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E15N20 (16 detail records) 
 Sum 39 
 Standard 0.31% 
 E15N21 
 37 
 28 COAL 1 
 36 LIQUOR BOTTLE 5 
 44 PROPRIETARY  3 
 MEDICINE 
 43 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 42 STEEL WIRE NAIL 1 
 41 SHOE FRAGMENTS 1 
 40 UPPER WITH EYELET 5 
 39 UNIDENT GLASS 4 
 38 BOTTLE UNIDENT 7 
 45 INK BOTTLE 1 
 8 HORSESHOE -FER  1 
 METAL 
 16 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 15 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 14 LIQUOR BOTTLE 1 
 13 UNIDENT GLASS 3 
 35 FAUNAL BONE -  5 
 UNIDENT 
 11 WINDOW GLASS 12 
 17 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 2 
 9 METAL BOLT  1 
 (HARDWARE) 
 12 MARINE SHELL 2 
 7 KIT: MASON JAR LID 2 
 6 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 10 
 5 TOOL -UNSPEC FRAG 1 
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 4 FURN: HANDLE - 1 
 UNSPEC TYPE 
 3 SARDINE TIN 8 
 2 WIRE 8 
 1 SOLE OUTER 3 
 30 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  7 
 VESSEL 
 32 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 3 
 34 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 10 WINDOW GLASS 3 
 33 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 18 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 31 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 10 
 29 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 27 BUTTON-UNSPEC 
MAT 1 
 25 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 24 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 23 BOTTLE UNIDENT 11 
 22 UNIDENT GLASS 4 
 21 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 2 
 20 UNIDENT GLASS 5 
 19 BOTTLE UNIDENT 3 
 26 LIQUOR BOTTLE 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  37 (44 detail records) 
 Sum 148 
 Standard 1.19% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E15N21 (44 detail records) 
 Sum 148 
 Standard 1.19% 
 E15N22 
 38 
 54 SHOE FRAGMENTS 2 
 44 UNIDENT GLASS 5 
 45 OTHER STONEWARE- 4 
 IDENT 
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 46 UNIDENT GLASS 5 
 47 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 48 CLEAR CHIMNEY 
GLASS 2 
 49 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 1 
 50 BOWL 1 
 51 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 8 
 56 MTL/SCRP -TIN 5 
 53 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 5 
 55 SHOE FRAGMENTS 2 
 43 CONDIMENT BOTTLE 4 
 34 COAL CLINKER 3 
 52 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 22 
 7 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 18 BOTTLE UNIDENT 4 
 17 BOTTLE UNIDENT 3 
 16 BOTTLE UNIDENT 6 
 15 SOLE OUTER 4 
 14 SOLE OUTER 62 
 13 HORSESHOE -FER  1 
 METAL 
 11 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 3 
 19 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 8 FAUNAL BONE -  26 
 UNIDENT 
 12 RED BODIED WARE -  4 
 OTHER 
 6 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 2 
 5 WHITEW.TR- 7 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 4 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 3 OTHER STONEWARE- 2 
 IDENT 
 2 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 42 MILK 15 
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 36 MARINE SHELL 1 
 9 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 17 
 1 OTHER STONEWARE- 3 
 IDENT 
 41 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 40 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 10 LAMP METAL 
NONELEC 1 
 35 MISC RUBBER FRAG 8 
 20 BOTTLE UNIDENT 3 
 33 KIT: JAR LID 1 
 32 KIT: JAR LID 2 
 31 MISC RUBBER FRAG 1 
 30 UNIDENT. BRICK 1 
 29 SHOVEL (TOOL) 1 
 27 CUT NAIL 
FRAGMENTS 1 
 21 BOTTLE UNIDENT 6 
 26 BOTTLE UNIDENT 4 
 25 UNIDENT GLASS 10 
 24 WINDOW GLASS 9 
 23 UNIDENT GLASS 3 
 22 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 8 
 28 WIRE 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  38 (53 detail records) 
 Sum 300 
 Standard 2.42% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E15N22 (53 detail records) 
 Sum 300 
 Standard 2.42% 
 E15N23 
 257 
 0 5 29 UNIDENT GLASS 9 
 0 5 20 SHELL:CLAM-HARD  1 
 SHELL 
 0 5 21 MARINE SHELL 2 
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 0 5 22 LIQUOR BOTTLE 1 
 0 5 23 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 0 5 24 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 0 5 25 LIGHT BULB -UNSPEC 3 
 0 5 26 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 0 5 33 WIRE 4 
 0 5 28 UNIDENT GLASS 13 
 0 5 30 WINDOW GLASS 2 
 0 5 31 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 0 5 32 WINDOW GLASS 8 
 0 5 13 FAUNAL BONE -  15 
 UNIDENT 
 0 5 19 RED BODIED WARE -  5 
 OTHER 
 0 5 27 UNIDENT GLASS 7 
 0 5 4 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 4 
 0 5 15 WHITEW.TR- 4 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 0 5 18 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 0 5 1 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 105 
 0 5 3 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 4 
 0 5 5 WIRE 3 
 0 5 6 METAL -UNSPEC 1 
 0 5 7 SARDINE TIN 2 
 0 5 9 UPPER WITH EYELET 20 
 0 5 10 COAL CLINKER 3 
 0 5 11 COAL 5 
 0 5 17 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,OTH.COL 
 0 5 12 RUBBER BAND 3 
 0 5 14 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 21 
 0 5 8 TOY -UNSPEC TYPE 1 
 0 5 16 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,OTH.COL 
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 0 5 2 IRON NAIL-UNSPEC  24 
 TYPE 
 6 10 52 WHITEW.TR- 3 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 6 10 46 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 6 10 47 FAUNAL BONE -  3 
 UNIDENT 
 6 10 48 MARINE SHELL 1 
 6 10 49 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 6 10 51 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 2 
 6 10 45 CUT NAIL 
FRAGMENTS 10 
 6 10 40 BOTTLE UNIDENT 3 
 6 10 50 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 6 10 43 BOTTLE UNIDENT 4 
 6 10 41 BOTTLE UNIDENT 8 
 6 10 39 WINDOW GLASS 3 
 6 10 38 UPPER SHOE 3 
 6 10 37 SARDINE TIN 1 
 6 10 36 METAL -UNSPEC 35 
 6 10 35 CHARCOAL 1 
 6 10 34 COAL 2 
 6 10 44 BOTTLE UNIDENT 3 
 6 10 42 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 11 15 53 METAL -UNSPEC 42 
 11 15 61 SAFETY PIN 2 
 11 15 60 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 11 15 59 MARINE SHELL 1 
 11 15 58 UNIDENT GLASS 5 
 11 15 57 UNIDENT GLASS 6 
 11 15 56 FAUNAL BONE -  1 
 UNIDENT 
 11 15 54 COAL 4 
 11 15 55 IRON NAIL-UNSPEC  3 
 TYPE 
 16 20 64 WIRE 3 
 16 20 67 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
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 16 20 66 IRON NAIL-UNSPEC  2 
 TYPE 
 16 20 63 CHARCOAL 7 
 16 20 65 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 16 20 62 METAL -UNSPEC 30 
 21 25 68 METAL -UNSPEC 15 
 21 25 69 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 21 25 70 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 2 
 21 25 71 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 21 25 72 IRON NAIL-UNSPEC  2 
 TYPE 
 26 30 73 COAL 10 
 26 30 78 FAUNAL BONE -  1 
 UNIDENT 
 26 30 77 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 26 30 76 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 26 30 74 CHARCOAL 11 
 26 30 75 METAL -UNSPEC 15 
 31 70 84 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 31 70 81 WIRE 2 
 31 70 85 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 31 70 80 METAL -UNSPEC 10 
 31 70 82 IRON NAIL-UNSPEC  2 
 TYPE 
 31 70 79 COAL CLINKER 180 
 31 70 83 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  257 (85 detail records) 
 Sum 732 
 Standard 5.91% 
 39 
 11 KIT: MASON JAR LID 1 
 2 FAUNAL BONE -  3 
 UNIDENT 
 3 UPPER WITH EYELET 29 
 4 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 6 MARINE SHELL 2 
 13 BOTTLE UNIDENT 8 
 7 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
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 8 MISC RUBBER FRAG 2 
 9 METAL BOWL 1 
 10 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 15 
 17 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 2 
 5 WHITEW.TR- 2 
 PRNTD,OTH.COL 
 14 FURN: CLOCK PARTS 1 
 15 SEWER PIPE, TERRA  1 
 COTTA 
 23 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 22 BEER BOTTLE GLASS 4 
 21 BOTTLE UNIDENT 3 
 20 WHITEW.TR- 4 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 12 WINDOW GLASS 8 
 18 BOTTLE UNIDENT 7 
 16 KIT: MISC METL COOK 
 1 
 VESSL 
 1 WIRE 1 
 19 BOTTLE UNIDENT 3 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  39 (23 detail records) 
 Sum 103 
 Standard 0.83% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E15N23 (108 detail records) 
 Sum 835 
 Standard 6.74% 
 E15N24 
 40 
 9 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 10 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 8 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 7 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 6 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 5 WINDOW GLASS 3 
 4 UNCODED HISTORIC  1 
 MATERIAL 
 3 UNIDENT. BRICK 1 
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 2 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 20 
 1 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 11 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  40 (11 detail records) 
 Sum 32 
 Standard 0.26% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E15N24 (11 detail records) 
 Sum 32 
 Standard 0.26% 
 E15N25 
 41 
 3 FAUNAL BONE -  1 
 UNIDENT 
 2 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 1 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  41 (3 detail records) 
 Sum 4 
 Standard 0.03% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E15N25 (3 detail records) 
 Sum 4 
 Standard 0.03% 
 E15N26 
 42 
 3 MACHINE PART 1 
 6 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 1 BOTTLE UNIDENT 4 
 2 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 5 WINDOW GLASS 1 
 4 WIRE 2 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  42 (6 detail records) 
 Sum 10 
 Standard 0.08% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E15N26 (6 detail records) 
 Sum 10 
 Standard 0.08% 
 E16N18 
 43 
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 2 WINDOW GLASS 1 
 1 CANNING JAR 1 
 7 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 1 
 3 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 4 EWARE-OTHER  1 
 IDENTIFIABLE 
 5 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 6 PROPRIETARY  1 
 MEDICINE 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  43 (7 detail records) 
 Sum 7 
 Standard 0.06% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E16N18 (7 detail records) 
 Sum 7 
 Standard 0.06% 
 E16N19 
 44 
 4 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 32 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 3 
 31 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 30 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 16 WHITEW.TR- 2 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 1 ROCK 3 
 2 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 4 
 3 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 5 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 7 SOLE OUTER 2 
 8 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 9 MARINE SHELL 1 
 10 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 11 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 12 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 13 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 6 FURN: CLOCK PARTS 1 
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 15 CANNING JAR 6 
 29 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 17 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,OTH.COL 
 18 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 19 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 20 WHITEW.TR-PRNTD- 1 
 BLUE 
 21 WHITEW.TR- 3 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 22 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 23 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 24 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 25 PROPRIETARY  1 
 MEDICINE 
 26 UPPER SHOE 1 
 27 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 28 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 14 WINDOW GLASS 3 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  44 (32 detail records) 
 Sum 51 
 Standard 0.41% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E16N19 (32 detail records) 
 Sum 51 
 Standard 0.41% 
 E16N20 
 45 
 25 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 14 WINDOW GLASS 3 
 1 ROCK 1 
 2 COAL 6 
 3 COAL CLINKER 1 
 4 FLAT LEATHER  2 
 FRAGMENTS 
 5 MARINE SHELL 1 
 6 FABRIC -UNSPEC 
TYPE 1 
 7 UPPER SHOE 1 
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 8 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  2 
 VESSEL 
 9 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 3 
 10 SEWER PIPE, TERRA  1 
 COTTA 
 11 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 2 
 13 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 19 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 24 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 23 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 22 CANNING JAR 1 
 21 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 12 BOTTLE UNIDENT 10 
 20 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 26 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 18 BOTTLE UNIDENT 3 
 17 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 16 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 15 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  45 (26 detail records) 
 Sum 51 
 Standard 0.41% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E16N20 (26 detail records) 
 Sum 51 
 Standard 0.41% 
 E16N21 
 46 
 31 SOLE OUTER 3 
 30 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 32 UPPER SHOE 8 
 1 BOTTLE UNIDENT 23 
 14 EWARE-OTHER  6 
 IDENTIFIABLE 
 2 OTHER STONEWARE- 11 
 IDENT 
 3 PROPRIETARY  1 
 MEDICINE 
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 4 WINDOW GLASS 3 
 5 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 6 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 7 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 8 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 9 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 10 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 11 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 33 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 13 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 29 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 15 CUT NAIL 
FRAGMENTS 1 
 25 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 28 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 27 BOTTLE UNIDENT 14 
 12 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 26 BOTTLE UNIDENT 4 
 16 MARINE SHELL 1 
 24 UPPER WITH EYELET 5 
 23 COAL 16 
 22 COAL CLINKER 5 
 21 NON-HUMAN FECES 1 
 20 FAUNAL BONE -  25 
 UNIDENT 
 19 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 10 
 18 WIRE 2 
 17 FABRIC -UNSPEC 
TYPE 4 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  46 (33 detail records) 
 Sum 161 
 Standard 1.30% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E16N21 (33 detail records) 
 Sum 161 
 Standard 1.30% 
 E16N22 
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 47 
 19 LAMP FRAG -TOP 1 
 37 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 36 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 35 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 34 CANNING JAR 1 
 33 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 2 
 32 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 9 OTHER STONEWARE- 4 
 IDENT 
 21 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 17 WIRE 4 
 16 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 1 
 15 BARREL OR CASK - 2 
 HOOP 
 14 TIN CAN KEY 27 
 13 BARBED WIRE 2 
 12 UPPER SHOE 10 
 20 FURN: CLOCK PARTS 1 
 10 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 22 COAL CLINKER 6 
 8 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 2 
 7 LIQUOR BOTTLE 2 
 6 WINDOW GLASS 2 
 5 BOTTLE UNIDENT 7 
 4 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 3 CANNING JAR 5 
 2 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 1 FAUNAL BONE -  5 
 UNIDENT 
 11
 UNIDENT.PASTE,GLAZE 26 
 ,ETC. 
 23 COAL 2 
 24 UPPER WITH EYELET 5 
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 25 SOLE OUTER 7 
 30 FLAT LEATHER  8 
 FRAGMENTS 
 29 SHOE FRAGMENTS 1 
 28 STRAPS 5 
 27 MISC RUBBER FRAG 3 
 26 HEEL WELT 4 
 31 FABRIC -UNSPEC 
TYPE 2 
 18 DRILL BIT (TOOL) 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  47 (37 detail records) 
 Sum 157 
 Standard 1.27% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E16N22 (37 detail records) 
 Sum 157 
 Standard 1.27% 
 E16N23 
 48 
 5 CUT NAIL 
FRAGMENTS 1 
 1 WIRE 1 
 2 MISC RUBBER FRAG 5 
 4 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 6 BOTTLE UNIDENT 4 
 7 FLAT LEATHER  5 
 FRAGMENTS 
 3 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 2 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  48 (7 detail records) 
 Sum 19 
 Standard 0.15% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E16N23 (7 detail records) 
 Sum 19 
 Standard 0.15% 
 E16N24 
 49 
 1 UNKNOWN LEATHER 3 
 2 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 3 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
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 4 UPPER WITH EYELET 2 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  49 (4 detail records) 
 Sum 7 
 Standard 0.06% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E16N24 (4 detail records) 
 Sum 7 
 Standard 0.06% 
 E16N25 
 50 
 13 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 2 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 3 BARREL OR CASK - 1 
 HOOP 
 1 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 4 UPPER SHOE 1 
 5 FLAT LEATHER  2 
 FRAGMENTS 
 6 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 3 
 7 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 8 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 9 BOTTLE UNIDENT 11 
 10 WINDOW GLASS 3 
 11 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 12 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  50 (13 detail records) 
 Sum 29 
 Standard 0.23% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E16N25 (13 detail records) 
 Sum 29 
 Standard 0.23% 
 E16N26 
 51 
 4 WIRE 1 
 3 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 2 WINDOW GLASS 1 
 1 BOTTLE UNIDENT 3 
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 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  51 (4 detail records) 
 Sum 7 
 Standard 0.06% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E16N26 (4 detail records) 
 Sum 7 
 Standard 0.06% 
 E16N28 
 52 
 2 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 1 SHELL:CLAM-HARD  1 
 SHELL 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  52 (2 detail records) 
 Sum 2 
 Standard 0.02% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E16N28 (2 detail records) 
 Sum 2 
 Standard 0.02% 
 E17N18 
 53 
 2 WINDOW GLASS 1 
 1 WHITEW.TR- 2 
 PRNTD,OTH.COL 
 3 KIT: SPOON 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  53 (3 detail records) 
 Sum 4 
 Standard 0.03% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E17N18 (3 detail records) 
 Sum 4 
 Standard 0.03% 
 E17N19 
 54 
 10 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 12 UNIDENT GLASS 5 
 4 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 5 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 5 
 3 SOLE OUTER 1 
 6 WINDOW GLASS 2 
 13 UPPER WITH EYELET 1 
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 7 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 9 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 2 
 11 CREAMWARE-OTHER 1 
 2 UPPER SHOE 1 
 1 PORCELAIN  1 
 INSULATOR 
 8 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  54 (13 detail records) 
 Sum 24 
 Standard 0.19% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E17N19 (13 detail records) 
 Sum 24 
 Standard 0.19% 
 E17N20 
 55 
 7 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 11 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 12 COAL 2 
 10 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 9 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 8 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 9 
 5 COAL CLINKER 4 
 4 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 3 
 3 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 1 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 2 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 6 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  55 (12 detail records) 
 Sum 27 
 Standard 0.22% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E17N20 (12 detail records) 
 Sum 27 
 Standard 0.22% 
 E17N21 
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 56 
 23 WIRE 1 
 15 WINDOW GLASS 6 
 16 BOTTLE UNIDENT 4 
 17 BOTTLE UNIDENT 4 
 18 BOTTLE UNIDENT 10 
 20 OTHER STONEWARE- 2 
 IDENT 
 14 MARINE SHELL 2 
 22 COAL CLINKER 2 
 19 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 24 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 25 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 1 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 5 WHITEW.TR- 8 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 13 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 7 
 2 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 21 COAL 3 
 4 WHITEW.TR- 29 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 6 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 7 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 8 UPPER SHOE 10 
 9 FRUIT 
JAR/PRESERVES 13 
 10 BOTTLE UNIDENT 4 
 11 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 12 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 3 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  56 (25 detail records) 
 Sum 117 
 Standard 0.94% 
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 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E17N21 (25 detail records) 
 Sum 117 




PLUMBING  2 
 FIXTURE 
 9 COAL CLINKER 1 
 8 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 7 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 6 SHOE FRAGMENTS 1 
 4 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 2 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 1 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 5 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  57 (9 detail records) 
 Sum 10 
 Standard 0.08% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E17N22 (9 detail records) 
 Sum 10 
 Standard 0.08% 
 E17N23 
 58 
 1 SOLE OUTER 1 
 2 WIRE 1 
 3 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 13 
 4 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 1 
 5 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 2 
 6 SOLE OUTER 1 
 7 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 8 BARBED WIRE 1 
 9 COAL CLINKER 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  58 (9 detail records) 
 Sum 22 
 Standard 0.18% 
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 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E17N23 (9 detail records) 
 Sum 22 
 Standard 0.18% 
 E17N24 
 59 
 4 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 1 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 2 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 3 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  59 (4 detail records) 
 Sum 4 
 Standard 0.03% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E17N24 (4 detail records) 
 Sum 4 
 Standard 0.03% 
 E17N25 
 60 
 1 LIQUOR BOTTLE 3 
 2 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 3 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 4 KIT: MISC METL COOK 
 1 
 VESSL 
 5 CARTRIDGE AND  1 
 BULLET 
 6 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  60 (6 detail records) 
 Sum 8 
 Standard 0.06% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E17N25 (6 detail records) 
 Sum 8 
 Standard 0.06% 
 E17N26 
 61 
 9 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 10 BOTTLE UNIDENT 5 
 11 LIQUOR BOTTLE 1 
 13 LIQUOR BOTTLE 10 
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 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  61 (4 detail records) 
 Sum 17 
 Standard 0.14% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E17N26 (4 detail records) 
 Sum 17 
 Standard 0.14% 
 E17N27 
 62 
 2 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 3 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 1 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 4 COAL 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  62 (4 detail records) 
 Sum 4 
 Standard 0.03% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E17N27 (4 detail records) 
 Sum 4 
 Standard 0.03% 
 E18N19 
 63 
 5 WINDOW GLASS 2 
 13 MARINE SHELL 2 
 23 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 22 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 21 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 20 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 4 
 19 BOTTLE UNIDENT 5 
 18 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 17 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 3 
 16 CONCRETE 1 
 15 COAL 7 
 14 FLAT LEATHER  3 
 FRAGMENTS 
 12 FAUNAL BONE -  4 
 UNIDENT 
 11 RED BODIED WARE -  1 
 OTHER 
 10 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
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 9 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 8 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 6 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 4 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 3 BOTTLE UNIDENT 8 
 2 APRICOT/PLUM 5 
 1 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 7 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  63 (23 detail records) 
 Sum 59 
 Standard 0.48% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E18N19 (23 detail records) 
 Sum 59 
 Standard 0.48% 
 E18N20 
 64 
 8 WINDOW GLASS 7 
 9 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 7 
 10 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 10 
 4 OTHER STONEWARE- 13 
 IDENT 
 3 KIT: MASON JAR LID 1 
 2 SHOE FRAGMENTS 1 
 7 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  64 (7 detail records) 
 Sum 40 
 Standard 0.32% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E18N20 (7 detail records) 
 Sum 40 
 Standard 0.32% 
 E18N22 
 65 
 28 UNIDENT GLASS 3 
 19 RED BODIED WARE -  1 
 OTHER 
 21 WINDOW GLASS 2 
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 1 LAMP METAL 
NONELEC 3 
 23 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 24 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 25 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 18 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 3 
 27 UNIDENT GLASS 3 
 20 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 29 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 30 UNIDENT GLASS 4 
 31 BARBED WIRE 1 
 32 WIRE 1 
 33 COAL CLINKER 1 
 26 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 4 WINDOW GLASS 5 
 22 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 2 
 3 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 3 
 17 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 2 
 5 SOLE OUTER 1 
 6 MARINE SHELL 4 
 7 KIT: JAR LID 3 
 8 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 2 
 10 OTHER STONEWARE- 18 
 IDENT 
 11 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 12 WHITEW.TR- 3 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 13 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 13 
 14 OTHER STONEWARE- 4 
 IDENT 
 15 OTHER STONEWARE- 2 
 IDENT 
 16 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
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 9 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 2 SHOE FRAGMENTS 4 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  65 (33 detail records) 
 Sum 97 
 Standard 0.78% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E18N22 (33 detail records) 
 Sum 97 
 Standard 0.78% 
 E18N23 
 66 
 1 BARREL OR CASK - 1 
 HOOP 
 8 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  3 
 VESSEL 
 7 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 9 
 6 WINDOW GLASS 2 
 5 UNIDENT GLASS 9 
 4 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 2 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 1 
 3 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  66 (8 detail records) 
 Sum 27 
 Standard 0.22% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E18N23 (8 detail records) 
 Sum 27 
 Standard 0.22% 
 E18N24 
 67 
 6 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 7 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 6 
 5 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 3 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 1 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 2 CONCRETE 1 
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 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  67 (6 detail records) 
 Sum 12 
 Standard 0.10% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E18N24 (6 detail records) 
 Sum 12 
 Standard 0.10% 
 E18N25 
 246 
 7 MISC MTL/SCRP: 
IRON  6 
 SHEET 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  246 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 6 
 Standard 0.05% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E18N25 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 6 
 Standard 0.05% 
 E18N26 
 68 
 5 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 1 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 2 WINDOW GLASS 1 
 3 WINDOW GLASS 2 
 4 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  68 (5 detail records) 
 Sum 6 
 Standard 0.05% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E18N26 (5 detail records) 
 Sum 6 
 Standard 0.05% 
 E19N19 
 69 
 3 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 1 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 2 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  69 (3 detail records) 
 Sum 3 
 Standard 0.02% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E19N19 (3 detail records) 
 Sum 3 
 Standard 0.02% 
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 E19N20 
 70 
 5 MTL 
CONST:PLUMBING  1 
 PIPES 
 8 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 15 WINDOW GLASS 12 
 14 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 13 UNIDENT GLASS 3 
 12 UNIDENT GLASS 3 
 11 BOTTLE UNIDENT 3 
 10 WINDOW GLASS 24 
 9 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 6 MISC PLASTIC FRAG 1 
 4 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 3 
 3 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 2 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 9 
 1 FLAT LEATHER  1 
 FRAGMENTS 
 7 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  70 (15 detail records) 
 Sum 68 
 Standard 0.55% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E19N20 (15 detail records) 
 Sum 68 
 Standard 0.55% 
 E19N21 
 71 
 18 BARREL OR CASK - 1 
 HOOP 
 10 MARINE SHELL 1 
 11 METAL HOOP 1 
 12 FLAT LEATHER  3 
 FRAGMENTS 
 13 ROCK 1 
 14 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 16 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
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 9 FAUNAL BONE -  2 
 UNIDENT 
 17 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 15 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 3 
 1 UNIDENT. BRICK 1 
 19 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 5 
 8 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 11 
 11 GUTTER HANGER 1 
 2 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  2 
 VESSEL 
 3 BOTTLE UNIDENT 3 
 4 LIQUOR BOTTLE 1 
 5 WINDOW GLASS 5 
 6 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 7 BOTTLE UNIDENT 6 
 0 0 20 WINDOW GLASS 2 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  71 (21 detail records) 
 Sum 53 
 Standard 0.43% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E19N21 (21 detail records) 
 Sum 53 
 Standard 0.43% 
 E19N22 
 72 
 1 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 4 
 6 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 5 
 9 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 8 OTHER STONEWARE- 2 
 IDENT 
 7 OTHER STONEWARE- 6 
 IDENT 
 5 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 4 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 2 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 3 WINDOW GLASS 1 
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 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  72 (9 detail records) 
 Sum 22 
 Standard 0.18% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E19N22 (9 detail records) 
 Sum 22 
 Standard 0.18% 
 E19N23 
 73 
 6 WINDOW GLASS 3 
 7 UNIDENT. BRICK 1 
 8 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 10 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 4 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 3 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 3 
 2 ROOFING SLATE 1 
 1 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 9 CANNING JAR 1 
 5 WINDOW GLASS 3 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  73 (10 detail records) 
 Sum 16 
 Standard 0.13% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E19N23 (10 detail records) 
 Sum 16 
 Standard 0.13% 
 E19N24 
 74 
 1 SOLE OUTER 5 
 2 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 3 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  74 (3 detail records) 
 Sum 8 
 Standard 0.06% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E19N24 (3 detail records) 
 Sum 8 
 Standard 0.06% 
 E19N25 
 75 
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 6 WINDOW GLASS 3 
 7 CHARCOAL 1 
 5 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 3 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 2 CANNING JAR 1 
 1 UPPER SHOE 1 
 8 SOLE OUTER 2 
 4 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  75 (8 detail records) 
 Sum 12 
 Standard 0.10% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E19N25 (8 detail records) 
 Sum 12 
 Standard 0.10% 
 E19N26 
 76 
 1 KIT: MISC METL COOK 
 1 
 VESSL 
 2 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 3 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  76 (3 detail records) 
 Sum 4 
 Standard 0.03% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E19N26 (3 detail records) 
 Sum 4 
 Standard 0.03% 
 E19N28 
 77 
 1 LIQUOR BOTTLE 1 
 2 ICE SKATE 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  77 (2 detail records) 
 Sum 2 
 Standard 0.02% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E19N28 (2 detail records) 
 Sum 2 
 Standard 0.02% 
 E20N20 
 78 
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 10 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 16 RED BODIED WARE -  3 
 OTHER 
 18 RED BODIED WARE -  1 
 OTHER 
 14 OTHER STONEWARE- 2 
 IDENT 
 13 OTHER STONEWARE- 3 
 IDENT 
 12 WINDOW GLASS 3 
 11 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 2 
 17 MARINE SHELL 1 
 1 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 9 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 15 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 2 BARBED WIRE 2 
 3 UNIDENT GLASS 17 
 4 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 5 BOTTLE UNIDENT 5 
 6 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 7 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 6 
 8 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  78 (18 detail records) 
 Sum 54 
 Standard 0.44% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E20N20 (18 detail records) 
 Sum 54 
 Standard 0.44% 
 E20N21 
 79 
 15 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 5 
 10 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 4 
 16 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 14 BOTTLE UNIDENT 3 
 13 OTHER STONEWARE- 5 
 IDENT 
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 12 RED BODIED WARE -  2 
 OTHER 
 11 SHOE FRAGMENTS 4 
 18 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,OTH.COL 
 2 WIRE 2 
 9 WINDOW GLASS 3 
 17 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 1 BARBED WIRE 2 
 3 FAUNAL BONE -  1 
 UNIDENT 
 4 OTHER STONEWARE- 2 
 IDENT 
 5 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 6 OTHER STONEWARE- 4 
 IDENT 
 7 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 8 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,OTH.COL 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  79 (18 detail records) 
 Sum 43 
 Standard 0.35% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E20N21 (18 detail records) 
 Sum 43 
 Standard 0.35% 
 E20N22 
 80 
 13 WHITEW.TR-PRNTD- 1 
 BLUE 
 2 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 2 
 3 BARBED WIRE 2 
 1 UNIDENT GLASS 5 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  80 (4 detail records) 
 Sum 10 
 Standard 0.08% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E20N22 (4 detail records) 
 Sum 10 
 Standard 0.08% 
 E20N23 
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 81 
 3 WINDOW GLASS 1 
 9 KIT: SPOON 1 
 8 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 7 FLAT LEATHER  1 
 FRAGMENTS 
 6 FAUNAL BONE -  1 
 UNIDENT 
 4 UNIDENT GLASS 15 
 2 COSMETIC BOTTLE 6 
 1 WHITEW.TR- 2 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 5 MARINE SHELL 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  81 (9 detail records) 
 Sum 29 
 Standard 0.23% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E20N23 (9 detail records) 
 Sum 29 
 Standard 0.23% 
 E20N24 
 82 
 1 SHOE FRAGMENTS 2 
 2 WINDOW GLASS 18 
 3 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 4 UNIDENT GLASS 3 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  82 (4 detail records) 
 Sum 24 
 Standard 0.19% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E20N24 (4 detail records) 
 Sum 24 
 Standard 0.19% 
 E20N25 
 83 
 12 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 11 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 10 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 9 LIQUOR BOTTLE 1 
 6 WINDOW GLASS 5 
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 5 BOTTLE UNIDENT 4 
 4 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 3 
 3 WHITEW.TR- 2 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 2 UNIDENT GLASS 5 
 1 UPPER WITH EYELET 11 
 7 UNIDENT GLASS 3 
 8 UNIDENT GLASS 3 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  83 (12 detail records) 
 Sum 40 
 Standard 0.32% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E20N25 (12 detail records) 
 Sum 40 
 Standard 0.32% 
 E20N26 
 84 
 1 BOTTLE UNIDENT 3 
 2 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 3 SOLE OUTER 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  84 (3 detail records) 
 Sum 5 
 Standard 0.04% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E20N26 (3 detail records) 
 Sum 5 
 Standard 0.04% 
 E20N27 
 85 
 1 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 2 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 3 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  85 (3 detail records) 
 Sum 5 
 Standard 0.04% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E20N27 (3 detail records) 
 Sum 5 
 Standard 0.04% 
 E20N28 
 86 
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 1 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 2 BOTTLE UNIDENT 4 
 3 WINDOW GLASS 2 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  86 (3 detail records) 
 Sum 7 
 Standard 0.06% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E20N28 (3 detail records) 
 Sum 7 
 Standard 0.06% 
 E21N20 
 87 
 1 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 2 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 3 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 4 WHITEW.TR- 2 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 5 WINDOW GLASS 6 
 6 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 7 UNIDENT GLASS 4 
 8 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  87 (8 detail records) 
 Sum 18 
 Standard 0.15% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E21N20 (8 detail records) 
 Sum 18 
 Standard 0.15% 
 E21N21 
 88 
 7 COAL 2 
 2 OTHER STONEWARE- 2 
 IDENT 
 6 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 3 BOTTLE UNIDENT 4 
 1 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 4 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  2 
 VESSEL 
 5 BOTTLE UNIDENT 3 
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 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  88 (7 detail records) 
 Sum 16 
 Standard 0.13% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E21N21 (7 detail records) 
 Sum 16 
 Standard 0.13% 
 E21N22 
 89 
 4 PORCELAIN  4 
 INSULATOR 
 12 WIRE 1 
 13 BAILING WIRE 1 
 10 CONDIMENT BOTTLE 1 
 9 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 11 PROPRIETARY  1 
 MEDICINE 
 7 UNIDENT GLASS 3 
 3 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 2 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 6 KIT: SPOON 1 
 1 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 17 
 5 OTHER STONEWARE- 3 
 IDENT 
 8 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  89 (13 detail records) 
 Sum 36 
 Standard 0.29% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E21N22 (13 detail records) 
 Sum 36 
 Standard 0.29% 
 E21N23 
 90 
 4 UNIDENT GLASS 3 
 1 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 3 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 5 WINDOW GLASS 1 
 6 COAL 1 
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 2 SHOE FRAGMENTS 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  90 (6 detail records) 
 Sum 8 
 Standard 0.06% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E21N23 (6 detail records) 
 Sum 8 
 Standard 0.06% 
 E21N24 
 91 
 6 KIT: KITCHEN -UNID 1 
 2 WHITEW.TR- 4 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 3 MARINE SHELL 1 
 5 SOLE OUTER 3 
 7 UNIDENT GLASS 5 
 4 SOLE OUTER 3 
 1 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 18 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  91 (7 detail records) 
 Sum 35 
 Standard 0.28% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E21N24 (7 detail records) 
 Sum 35 
 Standard 0.28% 
 E21N25 
 92 
 26 COAL 1 
 16 FLAT LEATHER  1 
 FRAGMENTS 
 17 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 18 FLAT LEATHER  3 
 FRAGMENTS 
 19 LIQUOR BOTTLE 2 
 20 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 21 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 3 
 22 WHITEW.TR- 2 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 15 BEER BOTTLE GLASS 2 
 24 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
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 25 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 23 
 28 WIRE 1 
 23 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 6 
 14 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 2 UNIDENT GLASS 13 
 3 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 4 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 5 UNIDENT GLASS 20 
 6 UNIDENT GLASS 21 
 7 SOLE OUTER 7 
 8 WINDOW GLASS 15 
 9 UPPER SHOE 1 
 10 UPPER WITH EYELET 3 
 11 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 13 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 2 
 1 MISC RUBBER FRAG 1 
 27 COAL CLINKER 1 
 12 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  92 (28 detail records) 
 Sum 138 
 Standard 1.11% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E21N25 (28 detail records) 
 Sum 138 
 Standard 1.11% 
 E21N26 
 93 
 10 WINDOW GLASS 3 
 15 BOTTLE UNIDENT 7 
 14 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 3 UPPER WITH EYELET 13 
 13 UNIDENT GLASS 22 
 11 BOTTLE UNIDENT 13 
 4 LAMP FRAG -TOP 1 
 9 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 7 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 5 
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 2 COAL 1 
 5 FAUNAL BONE -  1 
 UNIDENT 
 6 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 2 
 12 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 8 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 1 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  93 (15 detail records) 
 Sum 75 
 Standard 0.61% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E21N26 (15 detail records) 
 Sum 75 
 Standard 0.61% 
 E21N27 
 94 
 5 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 10 BOTTLE UNIDENT 5 
 9 WINDOW GLASS 1 
 8 PROPRIETARY  6 
 MEDICINE 
 6 SOLE OUTER 2 
 4 PORCELAIN- 2 
 HOUSEHOLD 
 3 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 2 WINDOW GLASS 3 
 1 PROPRIETARY  2 
 MEDICINE 
 7 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 9 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  94 (10 detail records) 
 Sum 32 
 Standard 0.26% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E21N27 (10 detail records) 
 Sum 32 
 Standard 0.26% 
 E21N28 
 95 
 1 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 2 
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 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  95 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 2 
 Standard 0.02% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E21N28 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 2 
 Standard 0.02% 
 E22N24 
 96 
 1 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 2 RED BODIED WARE -  5 
 OTHER 
 3 UNIDENT GLASS 12 
 4 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 4 
 5 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 6 UNIDENT. BRICK 3 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  96 (6 detail records) 
 Sum 26 
 Standard 0.21% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E22N24 (6 detail records) 
 Sum 26 
 Standard 0.21% 
 E22N25 
 97 
 20 UPPER WITH EYELET 1 
 1 SOLE OUTER 8 
 2 FRUIT 
JAR/PRESERVES 11 
 3 BOTTLE UNIDENT 6 
 4 BOTTLE UNIDENT 3 
 6 BEER BOTTLE GLASS 2 
 17 HEEL WELT 1 
 9 COAL CLINKER 1 
 7 SPRING (HARDWARE) 1 
 8 UNIDENT. BRICK 2 
 21 UPPER SHOE 1 
 10 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 10 
 12 WINDOW GLASS 4 
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 13 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 14 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,OTH.COL 
 15 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,OTH.COL 
 16 UPPER SHOE 1 
 19 STRAPS 1 
 18 SHOE FRAGMENTS 2 
 5 BOTTLE UNIDENT 4 
 11 FRUIT 
JAR/PRESERVES 2 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  97 (21 detail records) 
 Sum 64 
 Standard 0.52% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E22N25 (21 detail records) 
 Sum 64 
 Standard 0.52% 
 E22N26 
 98 
 8 COAL 2 
 15 SHOE FRAGMENTS 2 
 14 HEEL WELT 1 
 13 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 12 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 11 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 9 BEER BOTTLE GLASS 2 
 7 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 6 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 9 
 5 SOLE OUTER 6 
 4 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 2 
 3 WINDOW GLASS 6 
 2 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 1 BOTTLE UNIDENT 11 
 10 BOTTLE UNIDENT 3 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  98 (15 detail records) 
 Sum 52 
 Standard 0.42% 
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 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E22N26 (15 detail records) 
 Sum 52 
 Standard 0.42% 
 E22N27 
 99 
 1 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 2 
 4 BEER BOTTLE GLASS 1 
 3 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 2 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  99 (4 detail records) 
 Sum 6 
 Standard 0.05% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E22N27 (4 detail records) 
 Sum 6 
 Standard 0.05% 
 E23N26 
 100 
 3 UNIDENT GLASS 3 
 1 TOUNGE 3 
 2 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 5 
 4 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 5 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 2 
 6 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 6 
 7 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 8 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 10 WINDOW GLASS 1 
 9 WINDOW GLASS 2 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  100 (10 detail records) 
 Sum 25 
 Standard 0.20% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E23N26 (10 detail records) 
 Sum 25 
 Standard 0.20% 
 E23N27 
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 101 
 1 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 2 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  101 (2 detail records) 
 Sum 2 
 Standard 0.02% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E23N27 (2 detail records) 
 Sum 2 
 Standard 0.02% 
 E23N28 
 102 
 1 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 4 
 2 PORCELAIN  1 
 INSULATOR 
 3 FRAGMENTS-WIRE  1 
 NAIL 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  102 (3 detail records) 
 Sum 6 
 Standard 0.05% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E23N28 (3 detail records) 
 Sum 6 
 Standard 0.05% 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index (PI).Area' =  Midden A (1749 detail records) 
 Sum 6918 
 Standard 55.84% 
 Midden B 
 E35N56 
 105 
 9 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 1 
 3 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 3 
 4 BOTTLE UNIDENT 4 
 5 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 6 KIT: MASON JAR LID 1 
 7 MTL 
CONST:PLUMBING  1 
 PIPES 
 2 BOTTLE UNIDENT 21 
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 1 WINDOW GLASS 2 
 8 CAST IRON STOVE  1 
 PART 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  105 (9 detail records) 
 Sum 35 
 Standard 0.28% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E35N56 (9 detail records) 
 Sum 35 
 Standard 0.28% 
 E35N57 
 106 
 26 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 27 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 8 CAST IRON STOVE  1 
 PART 
 25 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 24 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 9 CAST IRON STOVE  1 
 PART 
 2 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 2 
 13 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 14 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 6 
 15 UNIDENT GLASS 4 
 16 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 17 WINDOW GLASS 3 
 18 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 3 
 19 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 20 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 21 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 22 OTHER STONEWARE- 2 
 IDENT 
 6 COAL 1 
 5 PAPER -UNSPEC 3 
 23 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 3 KIT: JAR LID 1 
 12 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
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 1 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 1 
 7 TOOL -UNSPEC FRAG 1 
 11 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 2 
 10 BOTTLE UNIDENT 35 
 4 KIT: BOTTLE CAP - 2 
 METAL 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  106 (27 detail records) 
 Sum 82 
 Standard 0.66% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E35N57 (27 detail records) 
 Sum 82 
 Standard 0.66% 
 E35N58 
 107 
 8 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 7 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 6 INCH RULER 1 
 5 PERFUME 1 
 4 OTHER STONEWARE- 2 
 IDENT 
 3 WHITEW.TR- 11 
 PRNTD,OTH.COL 
 2 BOTTLE UNIDENT 96 
 1 PROPRIETARY  1 
 MEDICINE 
 9 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 24 MISC RUBBER FRAG 2 
 12 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 10 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 30 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 25 FABRIC -UNSPEC 
TYPE 5 
 26 UNCODED HISTORIC  2 
 MATERIAL 
 28 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 23 MISC RUBBER FRAG 11 
 22 CHARCOAL 9 
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 21 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 13 
 29 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 19 BEER BOTTLE GLASS 7 
 18 PROPRIETARY  14 
 MEDICINE 
 17 PROPRIETARY  3 
 MEDICINE 
 16 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 5 
 11 FAUNAL BONE -  1 
 UNIDENT 
 15 PORCELAIN-
STORAGE  1 
 VESSEL 
 14 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 20 FABRIC -UNSPEC 
TYPE 6 
 27 MUSTARD 1 
 13 MIRROR 2 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  107 (30 detail records) 
 Sum 205 
 Standard 1.65% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E35N58 (30 detail records) 
 Sum 205 
 Standard 1.65% 
 E35N59 
 108 
 4 TOOL -UNSPEC FRAG 1 
 3 UNIDENT GLASS 3 
 1 WINDOW GLASS 2 
 2 WINDOW GLASS 4 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  108 (4 detail records) 
 Sum 10 
 Standard 0.08% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E35N59 (4 detail records) 
 Sum 10 
 Standard 0.08% 
 E35N60 
 109 
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 7 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 1 
 15 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 1 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 4 
 3 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 5 INSULATED ELEC 
WIRE 1 
 6 MTL 
CONST:JUNCTION  1 
 BOX 
 8 MARINE SHELL 1 
 9 SEWER PIPE, TERRA  1 
 COTTA 
 10 WINDOW GLASS 1 
 11 PROPRIETARY  1 
 MEDICINE 
 2 BEDSPRING 14 
 12 WINDOW GLASS 3 
 14 UNIDENT GLASS 3 
 16 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 17 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 18 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 19 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 20 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 21 BOTTLE UNIDENT 13 
 22 AUTOMOBILE PARTS 1 
 13 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 1 
 4 BARBED WIRE 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  109 (22 detail records) 
 Sum 56 
 Standard 0.45% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E35N60 (22 detail records) 
 Sum 56 
 Standard 0.45% 
 E35N61 
 110 
 17 WIRE 1 
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 1 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 27 TOOL -UNSPEC FRAG 1 
 26 UNIDENT. BRICK 1 
 25 SPRING (HARDWARE) 1 
 24 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 1 
 23 SPRING (HARDWARE) 1 
 22 SPRING (HARDWARE) 2 
 21 FURN: CLOTHES  1 
 HANGAR 
 20 WIRE 1 
 18 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 3 
 16 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 4 
 15 FLAT LEATHER  1 
 FRAGMENTS 
 6 BOTTLE UNIDENT 4 
 2 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 1 
 3 COSMETIC BOTTLE 1 
 19 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 5 WINDOW GLASS 11 
 14 UNIDENT. METAL 1 
 7 KIT: BOTTLE CAP - 1 
 METAL 
 8 PERFUME 1 
 9 BUCKET -FERROUS  2 
 MTL 
 10 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 29 
 11 BEDSPRING 2 
 12 RED BODIED WARE -  2 
 OTHER 
 13 KIT: BOTTLE STOP - 1 
 METAL 
 4 BOTTLE UNIDENT 5 
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 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  110 (27 detail records) 
 Sum 81 
 Standard 0.65% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E35N61 (27 detail records) 
 Sum 81 
 Standard 0.65% 
 E35N62 
 111 
 8 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 5 
 13 BUCKET -FERROUS  23 
 MTL 
 12 COFFEE CAN 3 
 11 WIRE 1 
 10 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 2 
 9 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 4 
 6 PROPRIETARY  1 
 MEDICINE 
 5 EWARE-OTHER  4 
 IDENTIFIABLE 
 4 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 3 UNIDENT GLASS 4 
 1 INK BOTTLE 1 
 2 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 2 
 7 UNIDENT. BRICK 15 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  111 (13 detail records) 
 Sum 67 
 Standard 0.54% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E35N62 (13 detail records) 
 Sum 67 
 Standard 0.54% 
 E36N57 
 112 
 4 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 7 BOTTLE UNIDENT 4 
 5 BOTTLE UNIDENT 6 
 3 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 2 KIT: KITCHEN -UNID 1 
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 1 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 6 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  112 (7 detail records) 
 Sum 16 
 Standard 0.13% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E36N57 (7 detail records) 
 Sum 16 
 Standard 0.13% 
 E36N58 
 113 
 11 MILK 1 
 1 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 2 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 3 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 4 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 5 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 6 MISC PLASTIC FRAG 1 
 7 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 8 AUTO HEADLIGHT 1 
 10 BOTTLE UNIDENT 4 
 12 UNIDENT GLASS 8 
 13 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 14 COAL 2 
 9 UNIDENT GLASS 5 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  113 (14 detail records) 
 Sum 31 
 Standard 0.25% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E36N58 (14 detail records) 
 Sum 31 
 Standard 0.25% 
 E36N60 
 114 
 8 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 7 
 12 COFFEE CAN 4 
 11 MTL/SCRP -TIN 1 
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 9 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 13 WIRE 1 
 7 MARINE SHELL 2 
 6 UNIDENT GLASS 7 
 5 WINDOW GLASS 8 
 4 SEWER PIPE, TERRA  1 
 COTTA 
 3 MORTAR -UNSPEC 
TYPE 1 
 2 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 1 UNIDENT GLASS 7 
 10 PLASTER 2 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  114 (13 detail records) 
 Sum 43 
 Standard 0.35% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E36N60 (13 detail records) 
 Sum 43 
 Standard 0.35% 
 E36N61 
 115 
 31 KIT: JAR LID 1 
 24 WINDOW GLASS 1 
 25 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 2 
 26 EARRING 1 
 27 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 28 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 1 
 30 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 9 
 23 UNIDENT. METAL 1 
 32 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 2 
 33 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 1 
 34 UNIDENT GLASS 8 
 35 MARINE SHELL 2 
 36 RED BODIED WARE -  2 
 OTHER 
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 37 WHITEW.TR- 3 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 22 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 39 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 11 MISC RUBBER FRAG 1 
 40 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 38 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 2 
 9 BEDSPRING 1 
 10 LIGHT BULB -UNSPEC 1 
 1 FURNITURE SPRING 6 
 2 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 3 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 4 IRON NAIL-UNSPEC  1 
 TYPE 
 5 LINOLEUM 26 
 6 WIRE 1 
 14 UNIDENT. BRICK 2 
 8 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 21 LIQUOR BOTTLE 1 
 13 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 15 MISC RUBBER FRAG 4 
 16 WIRE 1 
 17 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 7 
 18 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 19 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 20 KIT:PLASTIC CAP 2 
 7 DOOR HINGE 2 
 12 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 8 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  115 (39 detail records) 
 Sum 110 
 Standard 0.89% 
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 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E36N61 (39 detail records) 
 Sum 110 
 Standard 0.89% 
 E36N62 
 116 
 7 FURNITURE  1 
 HARDWARE 
 14 COSMETIC BOTTLE 1 
 13 COFFEE CAN 1 
 12 KIT: JAR LID 1 
 11 COFFEE CAN 2 
 10 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 1 
 1 BOTTLE UNIDENT 11 
 8 KIT: METAL SCREW  1 
 CAP 
 18 UNIDENT. BRICK 2 
 6 METAL -UNSPEC 9 
 5 HINGE FRAGMENT 1 
 4 RED BODIED WARE -  3 
 OTHER 
 3 MARINE SHELL 3 
 2 WINDOW GLASS 1 
 9 METAL PLATE 1 
 16 WINDOW HARDWARE 
- 1 
 UNSPEC 
 29 LAMP FRAG -GLASS 12 
 19 TOUNGE 1 
 20 KIT: SPOON 1 
 21 CONCRETE 2 
 22 PLASTER 2 
 23 MISC FIBERBOARD 
FRAG 6 
 24 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,OTH.COL 
 25 FAUNAL BONE -  1 
 UNIDENT 
 26 COAL CLINKER 2 
 27 CONDIMENT BOTTLE 32 
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 31 METAL BASIN 1 
 35 MISC RUBBER FRAG 3 
 36 LIQUOR BOTTLE 2 
 15 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 1 
 34 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 0 0 28 CHARCOAL 1 
 0 0 30 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 0 0 32 METAL TUB 1 
 0 0 33 AUTOMOBILE PARTS 1 
 0 0 40 METAL HOOP 4 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  116 (36 detail records) 
 Sum 116 
 Standard 0.94% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E36N62 (36 detail records) 
 Sum 116 
 Standard 0.94% 
 E37N58 
 117 
 1 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 2 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 3 KIT: MISC METL COOK 
 1 
 VESSL 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  117 (3 detail records) 
 Sum 3 
 Standard 0.02% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E37N58 (3 detail records) 
 Sum 3 
 Standard 0.02% 
 E37N59 
 118 
 1 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  118 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 1 
 Standard 0.01% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E37N59 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 1 
 Standard 0.01% 
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 E37N60 
 119 
 5 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 8 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 6 CUT NAIL 
FRAGMENTS 2 
 4 METAL BASIN 1 
 2 BARREL OR CASK - 1 
 HOOP 
 1 TIN CAN LID 3 
 3 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 7 UNIDENT. BRICK 2 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  119 (8 detail records) 
 Sum 13 
 Standard 0.10% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E37N60 (8 detail records) 
 Sum 13 
 Standard 0.10% 
 E37N61 
 120 
 25 HINGE FRAGMENT 1 
 17 WINDOW GLASS 2 
 18 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 19 RED BODIED WARE -  1 
 OTHER 
 20 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 6 
 21 UNIDENT GLASS 4 
 22 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 24 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 26 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 27 METAL-UNSPEC- 1 
 CNTNER FRAGS 
 28 CHICKEN WIRE 2 
 16 WINDOW GLASS 2 
 13 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
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 23 UNIDENT GLASS 3 
 5 KIT:PLASTIC CAP 1 
 15 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,OTH.COL 
 1 CONCRETE 3 
 2 CHARCOAL 1 
 4 SPRING (HARDWARE) 12 
 6 COFFEE CAN 2 
 7 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 9 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 6 
 10 LINOLEUM 1 
 11 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 12 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 14 MARINE SHELL 1 
 3 RANDOM WOOD-FLAT 
 5 
 PIECE 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  120 (27 detail records) 
 Sum 64 
 Standard 0.52% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E37N61 (27 detail records) 
 Sum 64 
 Standard 0.52% 
 E37N62 
 121 
 1 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 9 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 17 MTL 
CONST:PLUMBING  1 
 PIPES 
 16 UNIDENT GLASS 3 
 15 UNIDENT GLASS 4 
 14 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 12 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 10 WINDOW GLASS 5 
 8 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 1 
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 7 UNIDENT. BRICK 1 
 6 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 5 DOOR HOUSEKEY 1 
 4 RED BODIED WARE -  1 
 OTHER 
 2 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 18 LIGHT BULB -UNSPEC 1 
 13 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 1 
 3 WHITEW.TR-PRNTD- 1 
 BLUE 
 19 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 1 
 20 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 7 
 21 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 1 
 22 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 2 
 11 BUCKLE -FERROUS  1 
 MTL 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  121 (22 detail records) 
 Sum 38 
 Standard 0.31% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E37N62 (22 detail records) 
 Sum 38 
 Standard 0.31% 
 E38N58 
 122 
 2 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 2 
 1 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  122 (2 detail records) 
 Sum 4 
 Standard 0.03% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E38N58 (2 detail records) 
 Sum 4 
 Standard 0.03% 
 E38N59 
 123 
 1 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
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 2 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 1 
 3 COFFEE CAN 1 
 4 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 5 COSMETIC BOTTLE 1 
 6 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 7 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 8 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 1 
 9 WHITEW.TR- 5 
 PRNTD,BLK/BRN 
 10 MISC RUBBER FRAG 2 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  123 (10 detail records) 
 Sum 15 
 Standard 0.12% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E38N59 (10 detail records) 
 Sum 15 
 Standard 0.12% 
 E38N60 
 124 
 3 TIN CAN LID 1 
 4 WINDOW GLASS 3 
 5 WINDOW GLASS 2 
 6 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 7 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 2 
 8 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 1 METAL BOX 1 
 2 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 4 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  124 (8 detail records) 
 Sum 15 
 Standard 0.12% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E38N60 (8 detail records) 
 Sum 15 
 Standard 0.12% 
 E38N61 
 125 
 10 COAL CLINKER 1 
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 1 CREAMW.U'GLZ.HAND 12 
 PTD.OTHR 
 2 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 21 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 11 
 4 SPRING (HARDWARE) 5 
 6 MISC RUBBER FRAG 1 
 7 TOOL -UNSPEC FRAG 1 
 38 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 9 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 3 METAL -UNSPEC 1 
 11 UNIDENT GLASS 8 
 12 COSMETIC BOTTLE 4 
 13 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 14 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 15 BOWL 4 
 16 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 17 UNIDENT GLASS 3 
 18 LIGHT BULB -UNSPEC 7 
 8 LIGHT BULB -UNSPEC 1 
 26 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 18 
 20 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 22 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 4 
 23 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 5 FURN: CLOTHES  1 
 HANGAR 
 25 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 27 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 1 
 28 MARINE SHELL 1 
 29 WINDOW GLASS 1 
 30 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
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 32 BOTTLE UNIDENT 10 
 33 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 5 
 34 MISC RUBBER FRAG 4 
 35 MTL/SCRP -COPPER 2 
 37 RANDOM WOOD-FLAT 
 1 
 PIECE 
 36 SHOE FRAGMENTS 9 
 19 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 31 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 24 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 17 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  125 (38 detail records) 
 Sum 147 
 Standard 1.19% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E38N61 (38 detail records) 
 Sum 147 
 Standard 1.19% 
 E38N62 
 126 
 2 UNIDENT GLASS 5 
 11 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 10 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 9 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 8 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 7 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 6 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 5 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 3 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 1 
 1 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 3 
 12 UNIDENT GLASS 7 
 17 WIRE 1 
 4 WHITEW.TR-PRNTD- 3 
 BLUE 
 23 SOLE OUTER 1 
 13 BOTTLE UNIDENT 5 
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 15 METAL -UNSPEC 1 
 26 METAL -UNSPEC 1 
 24 MISC. TIN WARE 1 
 22 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 21 KIT: JAR LID 1 
 20 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 14 
 19 KIT: JAR LID 1 
 18 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 1 
 16 FURN: CLOCK PARTS 1 
 14 FURN: CLOCK PARTS 1 
 25 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  126 (26 detail records) 
 Sum 60 
 Standard 0.48% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E38N62 (26 detail records) 
 Sum 60 
 Standard 0.48% 
 E39N58 
 127 
 1 SEWER PIPE, TERRA  1 
 COTTA 
 2 WINDOW GLASS 11 
 3 AUTO HEADLIGHT 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  127 (3 detail records) 
 Sum 13 
 Standard 0.10% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E39N58 (3 detail records) 
 Sum 13 
 Standard 0.10% 
 E39N59 
 128 
 4 WINDOW GLASS 2 
 5 RANDOM WOOD-FLAT 
 1 
 PIECE 
 1 BOTTLE UNIDENT 3 
 3 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
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 2 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  128 (5 detail records) 
 Sum 8 
 Standard 0.06% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E39N59 (5 detail records) 
 Sum 8 
 Standard 0.06% 
 E39N60 
 129 
 2 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 1 WINDOW GLASS 12 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  129 (2 detail records) 
 Sum 14 
 Standard 0.11% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E39N60 (2 detail records) 
 Sum 14 
 Standard 0.11% 
 E39N61 
 130 
 1 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 4 WOODEN SHINGLES 3 
 2 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 3 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  130 (4 detail records) 
 Sum 6 
 Standard 0.05% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E39N61 (4 detail records) 
 Sum 6 
 Standard 0.05% 
 E39N62 
 131 
 1 RANDOM WOOD-FLAT 
 4 
 PIECE 
 4 UNIDENT GLASS 3 
 3 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 2 UNIDENT NUT 1 
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 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  131 (4 detail records) 
 Sum 9 
 Standard 0.07% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E39N62 (4 detail records) 
 Sum 9 
 Standard 0.07% 
 E39N63 
 173 
 1 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  173 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 1 
 Standard 0.01% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E39N63 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 1 
 Standard 0.01% 
 E40N59 
 132 
 2 WINDOW GLASS 7 
 0 PERFUME 1 
 4 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 5 VIAL-GLASS 2 
 6 ASPHALT SHINGLE 1 
 1 WINDOW GLASS 5 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  132 (6 detail records) 
 Sum 17 
 Standard 0.14% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E40N59 (6 detail records) 
 Sum 17 
 Standard 0.14% 
 E40N61 
 133 
 1 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 2 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 3 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  133 (3 detail records) 
 Sum 3 
 Standard 0.02% 
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 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E40N61 (3 detail records) 
 Sum 3 
 Standard 0.02% 
 E40N62 
 134 
 17 UNIDENT. METAL 1 
 9 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 6 
 5 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 8 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 7 LIQUOR BOTTLE 5 
 11 COAL 1 
 16 TAR PAPER 2 
 12 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 15 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 13 UNIDENT GLASS 6 
 6 UNIDENT GLASS 3 
 10 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 2 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  5 
 VESSEL 
 3 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 4 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  2 
 VESSEL 
 14 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 1 METAL -UNSPEC 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  134 (17 detail records) 
 Sum 40 
 Standard 0.32% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E40N62 (17 detail records) 
 Sum 40 
 Standard 0.32% 
 E40N64 
 135 
 10 FLAT LEATHER  1 
 FRAGMENTS 
 2 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 3 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
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 4 UNIDENT GLASS 3 
 5 KIT: MASON JAR LID 1 
 6 WHITEW.TR- 8 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 7 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 3 
 1 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 9 TIN CAN -UNSPEC  3 
 FRAG 
 11 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 2 
 12 FURN: HANDLE - 1 
 UNSPEC TYPE 
 8 MTL/SCRP -TIN 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  135 (12 detail records) 
 Sum 27 
 Standard 0.22% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E40N64 (12 detail records) 
 Sum 27 
 Standard 0.22% 
 E41N60 
 136 
 4 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 3 
 3 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 2 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 6 WINDOW GLASS 3 
 7 RANDOM WOOD-FLAT 
 2 
 PIECE 
 1 UNIDENT. METAL 2 
 5 UNIDENT GLASS 4 
 8 UPPER WITH EYELET 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  136 (8 detail records) 
 Sum 17 
 Standard 0.14% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E41N60 (8 detail records) 
 Sum 17 
 Standard 0.14% 
 E41N61 
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 137 
 9 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 1 METAL -UNSPEC 1 
 3 WHITEW.TR-PRNTD- 1 
 BLUE 
 4 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 2 
 5 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 6 FAUNAL BONE -  1 
 UNIDENT 
 8 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 10 FRUIT 
JAR/PRESERVES 7 
 11 LAMP METAL 
NONELEC 1 
 12 METAL BOWL 1 
 13 PROPRIETARY  1 
 MEDICINE 
 14 LIQUOR BOTTLE 1 
 15 LIQUOR BOTTLE 1 
 16 INSULATED ELEC 
WIRE 1 
 17 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 18 WINDOW GLASS 1 
 19 CLEAR CHIMNEY 
GLASS 1 
 20 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 21 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 7 CONDIMENT BOTTLE 2 
 2 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  8 
 VESSEL 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  137 (21 detail records) 
 Sum 36 
 Standard 0.29% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E41N61 (21 detail records) 
 Sum 36 
 Standard 0.29% 
 E41N62 
 138 
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 1 INCH RULER 1 
 27 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 26 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 31 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 25 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 24 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 29 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,OTH.COL 
 14 LIGHT BULB -UNSPEC 1 
 9 PROPRIETARY  1 
 MEDICINE 
 2 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 2 
 3 WHITEW.TR-PRNTD- 4 
 BLUE 
 4 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  2 
 VESSEL 
 5 WHITEW.TR-PRNTD- 1 
 BLUE 
 6 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 3 
 8 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 23 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 9 
 33 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 1 
 11 GLASS MUG 4 
 22 SCISSORS 1 
 12 STRAPS 1 
 13 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 15 CLEAR CHIMNEY 
GLASS 1 
 17 LIQUOR BOTTLE 2 
 28 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 32 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 10 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 34 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 36 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 19 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
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 20 PROPRIETARY  1 
 MEDICINE 
 30 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,OTH.COL 
 35 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 18 RED BODIED WARE -  1 
 OTHER 
 16 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  138 (34 detail records) 
 Sum 55 
 Standard 0.44% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E41N62 (34 detail records) 
 Sum 55 
 Standard 0.44% 
 E41N63 
 139 
 28 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 35 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 21 CLEAR CHIMNEY 
GLASS 1 
 22 CLEAR CHIMNEY 
GLASS 1 
 23 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 24 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 25 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 19 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 1 
 27 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 18 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 29 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 30 LIGHT BULB -UNSPEC 8 
 31 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 1 
 32 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 33 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 26 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 9 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 1 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 2 WINDOW GLASS 1 
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 3 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 4 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 1 
 5 UNIDENT GLASS 3 
 6 BOTTLE UNIDENT 3 
 20 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 8 PROPRIETARY  1 
 MEDICINE 
 36 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 10 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 11 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 1 
 12 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 13 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 3 
 15 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 17 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 7 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 62 MTL/SCRP -TIN 12 
 34 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 55 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 7 
 56 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 10 
 57 WHITEW.TR- 4 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 58 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 5 
 59 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 53 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 61 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 25 
 52 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 63 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 19 
 64 MTL/SCRP -TIN 1 
 65 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 66 TOOL HANDLE -FER 
MTL 1 
 67 KIT: MISC METL COOK 
 1 
 VESSL 
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 68 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 5 
 60 UNCODED HISTORIC  1 
 MATERIAL 
 45 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 37 BOTTLE UNIDENT 4 
 38 PORCELAIN-
STORAGE  3 
 VESSEL 
 39 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 40 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 41 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 42 PORCELAIN- 1 
 HOUSEHOLD 
 54 RED BODIED WARE -  1 
 OTHER 
 44 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 14 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 46 OTHER STONEWARE- 2 
 IDENT 
 47 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 48 OTHER STONEWARE- 2 
 IDENT 
 49 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 50 OTHER STONEWARE- 2 
 IDENT 
 51 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 43 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 16 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  139 (68 detail records) 
 Sum 171 
 Standard 1.38% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E41N63 (68 detail records) 
 Sum 171 
 Standard 1.38% 
 E41N64 
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 140 
 7 METAL-UNSPEC- 9 
 CNTNER FRAGS 
 8 KIT: MASON JAR LID 7 
 6 DOOR LATCH FRG -
IRON 1 
 5 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,OTH.COL 
 4 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,OTH.COL 
 3 PROPRIETARY  1 
 MEDICINE/DRUG 
 2 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 1 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  140 (8 detail records) 
 Sum 22 
 Standard 0.18% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E41N64 (8 detail records) 
 Sum 22 
 Standard 0.18% 
 E42N61 
 141 
 30 MILK 1 
 23 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 18 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 19 UNIDENT GLASS 6 
 20 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 21 BOTTLE UNIDENT 6 
 17 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 25 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  3 
 VESSEL 
 26 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 8 
 27 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,OTH.COL 
 16 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 2 
 29 LIGHT BULB -UNSPEC 1 
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 22
 CREAMW.U'GLZ.TRNS. 2 
 PR.OTHR 
 31 BARREL OR CASK - 2 
 HOOP 
 28 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 4 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 24 WHITEW.TR-PRNTD- 1 
 BLUE 
 15 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  3 
 VESSEL 
 1 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 2 
 3 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 5 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 2 
 6 MARINE SHELL 1 
 7 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 13 UNIDENT GLASS 17 
 9 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 10 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 11 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 12 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 2 
 8 COSMETIC BOTTLE 1 
 2 CONDIMENT BOTTLE 1 
 14 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  141 (31 detail records) 
 Sum 75 
 Standard 0.61% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E42N61 (31 detail records) 
 Sum 75 
 Standard 0.61% 
 E42N62 
 142 
 132 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 131 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 130 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
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 129 WHITEW.TR-PRNTD- 1 
 BLUE 
 128 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 127 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 125 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 133 AUTO LICENSE PLATE 1 
 143 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 123 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 124 UNIDENT GLASS 8 
 126 BOTTLE UNIDENT 4 
 134 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 135 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 136 OTHER STONEWARE- 5 
 IDENT 
 137 OTHER STONEWARE- 4 
 IDENT 
 138 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 3 
 139 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 140 OTHER STONEWARE- 2 
 IDENT 
 142 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 19 UNKNOWN LEATHER 1 
 21 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 1 
 122 LIGHT BULB -UNSPEC 21 
 115 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 141 OTHER STONEWARE- 6 
 IDENT 
 12 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 1 BOTTLE UNIDENT 4 
 2 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 3 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 22 KIT: METAL SCREW  1 
 CAP 
 4 BOWL 1 
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 23 FURNITURE  1 
 HARDWARE 
 6 THERMOMETER 1 
 7 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 8 WINDOW GLASS 16 
 9 KIT: MASON JAR LID 8 
 5 PLASTER 1 
 11 GLASS INSULATOR 1 
 121 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 13 BOTTLE UNIDENT 7 
 14 FAUNAL BONE -  1 
 UNIDENT 
 15 KIT: BOTTLE CAP - 1 
 METAL 
 16 KIT:PLASTIC CAP 1 
 17 MISC. TIN WARE 1 
 18 TIN CAN KEY 1 
 116 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  7 
 VESSEL 
 117 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 118 BOTTLE UNIDENT 6 
 119 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 120 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 10 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 2 
 79 OTHER STONEWARE- 2 
 IDENT 
 90 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 2 
 89 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 2 
 88 OTHER STONEWARE- 28 
 IDENT 
 87 OTHER STONEWARE- 15 
 IDENT 
 86 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  2 
 VESSEL 
 85 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 84 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
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 83 OTHER STONEWARE- 18 
 IDENT 
 82 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  2 
 VESSEL 
 24 KIT: MASON JAR LID 5 
 80 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 4 
 93
 PEARLW.TRNSF.PRNTD 3 
 -BLUE 
 78 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 77 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 76 UNIDENT GLASS 9 
 75 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 74 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 73 OTHER STONEWARE- 9 
 IDENT 
 72 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 3 
 20 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 1 
 70 UNIDENT GLASS 3 
 81 BOTTLE UNIDENT 5 
 103 BOTTLE UNIDENT 3 
 114 UNIDENT GLASS 7 
 113 UNIDENT GLASS 37 
 112 UNIDENT GLASS 3 
 111 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  12 
 VESSEL 
 110 WHITEW.TR-PRNTD- 1 
 BLUE 
 109 WHITEW.TR-PRNTD- 6 
 BLUE 
 108 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 107 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 2 
 106 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 91 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 104 PLASTER 2 
 92 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 2 
 102 GOLF BALL 4 
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 101 WHITEW.TR-PRNTD- 1 
 BLUE 
 100 WHITEW.TR- 8 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 99 WHITEW.TR-PRNTD- 1 
 BLUE 
 98 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 8 
 97 BOTTLE UNIDENT 10 
 96 WHITEW.TR- 2 
 PRNTD,OTH.COL 
 95 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 4 
 94 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 69 WHITEW.TR-PRNTD- 2 
 BLUE 
 105 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 34 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 68 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 43 BOTTLE UNIDENT 7 
 71 OTHER STONEWARE- 2 
 IDENT 
 41 BOTTLE UNIDENT 8 
 40 WHITEW.TR-PRNTD- 3 
 BLUE 
 39 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 38 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 6 
 37 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 45 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 6 
 35 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 44 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 1 
 33 BOTTLE UNIDENT 12 
 32 IRON HOOK FRAG  1 
 (HARDWARE) 
 31 HINGE FRAGMENT 1 
 30 BARREL OR CASK - 1 
 HOOP 
 29 KIT: METAL SCREW  1 
 CAP 
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 28 MISC. TIN WARE 1 
 27 METAL -UNSPEC 1 
 26 KIT: MASON JAR LID 1 
 25 KIT: MASON JAR LID 2 
 36 BOTTLE UNIDENT 11 
 59 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  6 
 VESSEL 
 67 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 66 EWARE-OTHER  1 
 IDENTIFIABLE 
 65 INK BOTTLE 1 
 64 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 63 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  3 
 VESSEL 
 62 WHITEW.TR- 3 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 42 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 60 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 46 BOTTLE UNIDENT 10 
 58 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  2 
 VESSEL 
 50 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 2 
 47 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 3 
 48 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 61 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 49 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 9 
 57 WHITEW.TR- 7 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 51 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 5 
 52 WHITEW.TR-PRNTD- 5 
 BLUE 
 53 WHITEW.TR- 2 
 PRNTD,OTH.COL 
 54 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
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 55 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 10 
 56 BOTTLE UNIDENT 3 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  142 (143 detail records) 
 Sum 536 
 Standard 4.33% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E42N62 (143 detail records) 
 Sum 536 
 Standard 4.33% 
 E42N63 
 143 
 146 BARREL OR CASK - 1 
 HOOP 
 166 BOTTLE UNIDENT 3 
 165 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 164 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 163 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 50 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 34 
 41 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 100 OTHER STONEWARE- 3 
 IDENT 
 43 PROPRIETARY  4 
 MEDICINE 
 44 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 45 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 19 
 46 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 38 
 47 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  4 
 VESSEL 
 148 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 73 
 49 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 37 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 51 PORCELAIN-
TOILETRY  6 
 VESSEL 
 52 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  7 
 VESSEL 
 53 WHITEW.TR- 3 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 54 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
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 55 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 1 
 56 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 57 WHITEW.TR- 2 
 PRNTD,OTH.COL 
 48 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 29 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 1 
 20 BOTTLE UNIDENT 16 
 21 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 22 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 23 COSMETIC BOTTLE 1 
 24 WINDOW GLASS 1 
 25 PROPRIETARY  1 
 MEDICINE 
 26 PROPRIETARY  1 
 MEDICINE 
 39 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 2 
 28 BOTTLE UNIDENT 4 
 38 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 1 
 30 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 31 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 5 
 32 CONDIMENT BOTTLE 1 
 33 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 34 LIQUOR BOTTLE 3 
 35 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 36 BOWL 1 
 60 KIT: MASON JAR LID 4 
 27 CONDIMENT BOTTLE 1 
 90 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 58 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 3 
 81 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 82 WHITEW.TR- 9 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
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 84 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 85 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 86 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 87 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 79 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  2 
 VESSEL 
 89 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 78 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 91 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  11 
 VESSEL 
 92 WHITEW.TR- 4 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 93 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 94 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 95 PORCELAIN  1 
 INSULATOR 
 96 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  2 
 VESSEL 
 97 OTHER STONEWARE- 2 
 IDENT 
 98 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 88 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 69 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 17 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 61 DRUG 1 
 62 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 63 WHITEW.TR- 2 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 64 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,OTH.COL 
 65 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 66 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,OTH.COL 
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 80 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  7 
 VESSEL 
 68 OTHER STONEWARE- 2 
 IDENT 
 59 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,OTH.COL 
 70 SEWER PIPE, TERRA  2 
 COTTA 
 71 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  6 
 VESSEL 
 72 RED BODIED WARE -  4 
 OTHER 
 73 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 74 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 75 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  3 
 VESSEL 
 76 OTHER STONEWARE- 4 
 IDENT 
 77 WHITEW.TR- 3 
 PRNTD,OTH.COL 
 67 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 3 
 131 BARBED WIRE 1 
 122 TOOL -UNSPEC FRAG 1 
 139 BEAD 2 
 138 ROCK 1 
 137 MTL CONST:STRAP  1 
 CONNECTOR 
 136 TIN CAN KEY 1 
 135 FLAT LEATHER  2 
 FRAGMENTS 
 134 KIT: JAR LID 1 
 141 MTL 
CONST:PLUMBING  1 
 PIPES 
 132 KIT: MISC METL COOK 
 1 
 VESSL 
 142 GOLF BALL 1 
 130 METAL COSMETIC  1 
 CONTAINER 
 129 METAL COSMETIC  1 
 CONTAINER 
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 128 METAL -UNSPEC 1 
 127 BARREL OR CASK - 5 
 HOOP 
 126 FAUNAL BONE -  2 
 UNIDENT 
 125 IRON HOOK FRAG  2 
 (HARDWARE) 
 124 METAL COSMETIC  2 
 CONTAINER 
 19 BOTTLE UNIDENT 3 
 133 IRON NAIL-UNSPEC  1 
 TYPE 
 152 SHOE FRAGMENTS 8 
 161 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 160 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 159 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 158 BOWL 1 
 157 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 156 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 155 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 140 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 1 
 153 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 121 METAL BOLT  1 
 (HARDWARE) 
 151 SHOE FRAGMENTS 4 
 150 CLOTHING SNAP 1 
 149 HEEL WELT 1 
 147 MISC RUBBER FRAG 1 
 99 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 145 TAR 1 
 144 KIT: MISC METL COOK 
 1 
 VESSL 
 143 LIGHT BULB -UNSPEC 1 
 154 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 9 BOTTLE UNIDENT 7 
 123 OTHER STONEWARE- 10 
 IDENT 
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 1 LIGHT BULB -UNSPEC 23 
 2 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 5 
 3 BOTTLE UNIDENT 43 
 4 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 5 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 6 BOWL 4 
 102 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 8 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 11 
 103 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 10 WINDOW GLASS 31 
 11 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 12 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 13 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 1 
 14 UNIDENT GLASS 40 
 15 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 16 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 2 
 162 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 7 FRUIT 
JAR/PRESERVES 29 
 112 METAL COSMETIC  1 
 CONTAINER 
 120 HINGE FRAGMENT 1 
 119 OTHER STONEWARE- 3 
 IDENT 
 118 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 117 OTHER STONEWARE- 2 
 IDENT 
 116 KIT: SPOON 1 
 115 OTHER STONEWARE- 5 
 IDENT 
 114 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 6 
 101 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 113 MARINE SHELL 1 
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 18 BOTTLE UNIDENT 9 
 111 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 110 WHITEW.TR-PRNTD- 1 
 BLUE 
 109 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 4 
 108 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 107 OTHER STONEWARE- 2 
 IDENT 
 106 WHITEWARE- 2 
 DECORATED 
 105 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 104 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 40 PROPRIETARY  1 
 MEDICINE 
 42 BOTTLE UNIDENT 3 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  143 (165 detail records) 
 Sum 675 
 Standard 5.45% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E42N63 (165 detail records) 
 Sum 675 
 Standard 5.45% 
 E42N64 
 144 
 29 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 5 
 28 MISC RUBBER FRAG 2 
 27 BARREL OR CASK - 3 
 HOOP 
 1 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 25 SOLE OUTER 1 
 24 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 1 
 23 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 10 
 22 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 21 KIT: JAR LID 1 
 20 KIT: JAR LID 1 
 19 RED BODIED WARE -  1 
 OTHER 
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 18 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 17 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 16 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 5 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 26 FLAT LEATHER  2 
 FRAGMENTS 
 15 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 2 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  4 
 VESSEL 
 4 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 6 CLEAR CHIMNEY 
GLASS 2 
 7 LIQUOR BOTTLE 1 
 13 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 9 UNIDENT GLASS 3 
 10 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 11 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 12 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 8 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 3 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 14 WINDOW GLASS 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  144 (29 detail records) 
 Sum 53 
 Standard 0.43% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E42N64 (29 detail records) 
 Sum 53 
 Standard 0.43% 
 E43N61 
 145 
 12 WHITEW.TR- 5 
 PRNTD,OTH.COL 
 13 COMB 1 
 14 LIQUOR BOTTLE 2 
 15 MTL/SCRP-CHROME 1 
 16 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 13 
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 18 FRUIT 
JAR/PRESERVES 1 
 11 OTHER STONEWARE- 2 
 IDENT 
 2 OTHER STONEWARE- 3 
 IDENT 
 19 FRUIT 
JAR/PRESERVES 1 
 17 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 10 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 9 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 8 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 7 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 6 BOTTLE UNIDENT 8 
 5 FRUIT 
JAR/PRESERVES 12 
 3 SARDINE TIN 9 
 1 WIRE 1 
 22 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  3 
 VESSEL 
 4 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 20 FRUIT 
JAR/PRESERVES 1 
 23 SOLE OUTER 1 
 24 PERFUME 2 
 25 KIT: JAR LID 1 
 26 FABRIC -UNSPEC 
TYPE 1 
 21 KIT: MASON JAR LID 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  145 (26 detail records) 
 Sum 76 
 Standard 0.61% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E43N61 (26 detail records) 
 Sum 76 
 Standard 0.61% 
 E43N62 
 146 
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 41 WHITEWARE- 1 
 DECORATED 
 29 PAINT CAN 1 
 30 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  9 
 VESSEL 
 31 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  2 
 VESSEL 
 32 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  2 
 VESSEL 
 33 WHITEW.TR- 33 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 34 WHITEW.TR- 2 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 35 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 36 OTHER STONEWARE- 2 
 IDENT 
 38 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 52 
 28 KIT: BOTTLE CAP - 1 
 METAL 
 40 WHITEW.TR-PRNTD- 3 
 BLUE 
 23 KIT: MASON JAR LID 9 
 42 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 43 WHITEW.TR-PRNTD- 1 
 BLUE 
 44 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 45 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 1 
 46 IRON HOOK  1 
 (HARDWARE) 
 47 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 1 
 48 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 39 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 12 CONDIMENT BOTTLE 9 
 20 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 1 
 1 WINDOW GLASS 9 
 2 BOTTLE UNIDENT 10 
 3 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
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 4 PROPRIETARY  4 
 MEDICINE 
 5 FRUIT 
JAR/PRESERVES 7 
 8 BOWL 1 
 9 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 25 KIT: MASON JAR LID 1 
 11 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 8 
 27 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 39 
 13 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 3 
 14 BOTTLE UNIDENT 5 
 15 BOWL 1 
 16 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 2 
 17 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 19 COSMETIC BOTTLE 6 
 21 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 24 KIT: MASON JAR LID 1 
 26 FURN: HANDLE - 1 
 UNSPEC TYPE 
 10 BOWL 1 
 22 BOTTLE UNIDENT 54 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  146 (44 detail records) 
 Sum 294 
 Standard 2.37% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E43N62 (44 detail records) 
 Sum 294 
 Standard 2.37% 
 E43N63 
 147 
 65 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 47 WINDOW GLASS 7 
 46 MARINE SHELL 1 
 45 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 44 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
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 49 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 2 
 42 KIT: JAR LID 1 
 50 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,OTH.COL 
 41 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 40 KIT: MASON JAR LID 4 
 39 OTHER STONEWARE- 2 
 IDENT 
 38 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 1 
 37 RED BODIED WARE -  1 
 OTHER 
 36 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 43 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,OTH.COL 
 57 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 1 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 37 
 63 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 62 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,OTH.COL 
 61 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 2 
 60 CLEAR CHIMNEY 
GLASS 2 
 48 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 58 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 1 
 33 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 56 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 3 
 55 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 54 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 53 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 52 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 51 PORCELAIN  2 
 INSULATOR 
 59 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 8 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
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 35 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,OTH.COL 
 14 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 3 
 13 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 12 UNIDENT GLASS 4 
 11 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 6 
 16 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 1 
 9 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 2 
 17 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  2 
 VESSEL 
 7 UNIDENT GLASS 12 
 6 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 5 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 4 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 3 BOTTLE UNIDENT 4 
 2 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 10 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 26 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 66 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 32 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 31 WHITEW.TR-PRNTD- 1 
 BLUE 
 30 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 29 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 15 WINDOW GLASS 5 
 27 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 34 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 25 PORCELAIN  1 
 INSULATOR 
 23 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 21 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 2 
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 20 WHITEW.TR- 2 
 PRNTD,OTH.COL 
 19 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 18 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 28 CONDIMENT BOTTLE 1 
 105 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 98 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 111 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 110 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 109 CLEAR CHIMNEY 
GLASS 1 
 108 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  13 
 VESSEL 
 113 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 106 SHOE FRAGMENTS 1 
 114 CLEAR CHIMNEY 
GLASS 2 
 104 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,BLK/BRN 
 103 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 7 
 102 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 13 
 101 EWARE-WATER 
WORN  1 
 UNIDENT 
 100 PORCELAIN- 1 
 HOUSEHOLD 
 64 UNIDENT GLASS 3 
 107 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 3 
 121 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,OTH.COL 
 128 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 127 CLEAR CHIMNEY 
GLASS 1 
 126 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 125 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 124 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 112 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
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 122 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 97 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 120 CLEAR CHIMNEY 
GLASS 5 
 119 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,OTH.COL 
 118 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 117 CLEAR CHIMNEY 
GLASS 1 
 116 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 115 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 123 CLEAR CHIMNEY 
GLASS 5 
 73 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 99 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 3 
 79 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 78 WHITEW.TR- 2 
 PRNTD,OTH.COL 
 77 UNIDENT GLASS 4 
 76 LIGHT BULB -UNSPEC 2 
 81 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 34 
 74 BOTTLE UNIDENT 4 
 82 MISC RUBBER FRAG 1 
 72 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 71 BOTTLE UNIDENT 9 
 70 PROPRIETARY  1 
 MEDICINE 
 69 WHITEW.TR- 2 
 PRNTD,OTH.COL 
 68 UNIDENT GLASS 19 
 67 LIGHT BULB -UNSPEC 13 
 75 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 89 BARREL OR CASK - 1 
 HOOP 
 96 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 95 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 94 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
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 93 UNIDENT GLASS 3 
 92 MTL/SCRP-BRASS 1 
 80 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 1 
 90 UNIDENT. METAL 3 
 22 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 4 
 88 MTL/SCRP -TIN 1 
 87 LIGHT BULB -UNSPEC 1 
 86 UPPER WITH EYELET 1 
 85 KIT: JAR LID 9 
 84 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 83 WHITEW.TR-PRNTD- 1 
 BLUE 
 91 MTL CONST:STRAP  1 
 CONNECTOR 
 24 WHITEW.TR-PRNTD- 1 
 BLUE 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  147 (128 detail records) 
 Sum 356 
 Standard 2.87% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E43N63 (128 detail records) 
 Sum 356 
 Standard 2.87% 
 E43N64 
 148 
 11 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 2 
 18 EWARE-OTHER  1 
 IDENTIFIABLE 
 17 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 16 UNIDENT GLASS 4 
 15 SOLE OUTER 2 
 14 LAMP FRAG -TOP 1 
 12 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 10 DOOR LATCH FRG -
IRON 1 
 9 CLEAR CHIMNEY 
GLASS 2 
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 8 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 7 KIT: JAR LID 1 
 6 BOTTLE UNIDENT 3 
 5 PROPRIETARY  1 
 MEDICINE 
 4 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 1 
 3 BOTTLE UNIDENT 3 
 2 BOTTLE UNIDENT 4 
 1 BOTTLE UNIDENT 7 
 13 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  148 (18 detail records) 
 Sum 38 
 Standard 0.31% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E43N64 (18 detail records) 
 Sum 38 
 Standard 0.31% 
 E44N61 
 149 
 1 BARREL OR CASK - 2 
 HOOP 
 7 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 10 BARREL OR CASK - 3 
 HOOP 
 9 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 2 
 8 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 2 
 5 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 3 
 4 CANNING JAR 2 
 2 OTHER STONEWARE- 2 
 IDENT 
 6 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 3 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 2 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  149 (10 detail records) 
 Sum 20 
 Standard 0.16% 
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 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E44N61 (10 detail records) 
 Sum 20 
 Standard 0.16% 
 E44N62 
 150 
 20 UNIDENT. SLATE 2 
 22 WINDOW GLASS 1 
 13 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 14 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,OTH.COL 
 15 UNIDENT. METAL 3 
 16 SOLE OUTER 1 
 17 HEEL WELT 1 
 19 UPPER SHOE 1 
 21 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 23 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 12 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 5 
 18 SOLE OUTER 3 
 4 UNIDENT GLASS 5 
 11 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,OTH.COL 
 2 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 3 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 2 
 1 LIGHT BULB -UNSPEC 1 
 5 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 6 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 1 
 7 TIN CAN KEY 1 
 8 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 9 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 10 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  150 (23 detail records) 
 Sum 38 
 Standard 0.31% 
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 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E44N62 (23 detail records) 
 Sum 38 
 Standard 0.31% 
 E44N63 
 151 
 20 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 1 UNIDENT GLASS 4 
 17 PORCELAIN- 2 
 HOUSEHOLD 
 18 YELLOWARE-PLAIN 1 
 19 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  2 
 VESSEL 
 15 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 7 
 21 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  7 
 VESSEL 
 22 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 23 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  4 
 VESSEL 
 13 WHITEW.TR-PRNTD- 1 
 BLUE 
 25 MILK 1 
 14 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 26 MILK 1 
 24 KIT: JAR LID 1 
 5 UNIDENT GLASS 19 
 2 CONDIMENT BOTTLE 1 
 3 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 16 PORCELAIN- 2 
 HOUSEHOLD 
 4 LIGHT BULB -UNSPEC 1 
 12 SEWER PIPE, TERRA  1 
 COTTA 
 6 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 7 LAMP FRAG -GLASS 16 
 8 UNIDENT GLASS 7 
 9 KIT: KITCHEN -UNID 3 
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 10 TAR CAN 2 
 11 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 23 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  151 (26 detail records) 
 Sum 112 
 Standard 0.90% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E44N63 (26 detail records) 
 Sum 112 
 Standard 0.90% 
 E44N64 
 152 
 8 CONDIMENT BOTTLE 1 
 7 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 4 
 6 CONDIMENT BOTTLE 2 
 5 MILK 1 
 4 CONDIMENT BOTTLE 1 
 3 CONDIMENT BOTTLE 1 
 2 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 1 MTL/SCRP -TIN 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  152 (8 detail records) 
 Sum 12 
 Standard 0.10% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E44N64 (8 detail records) 
 Sum 12 
 Standard 0.10% 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index (PI).Area' =  Midden B (1233 detail records) 
 Sum 3936 




 1 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  153 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 1 
 Standard 0.01% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E14N13 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 1 
 Standard 0.01% 
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 E14N34 
 232 
 0 0 1 WHITEWARE- 1 
 DECORATED 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  232 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 1 
 Standard 0.01% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E14N34 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 1 
 Standard 0.01% 
 E15N15 
 197 
 0 0 5 MARINE SHELL 2 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  197 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 2 
 Standard 0.02% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E15N15 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 2 
 Standard 0.02% 
 E15N29 
 255 
 1 WOOD-UNMODIFIED 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  255 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 1 
 Standard 0.01% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E15N29 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 1 
 Standard 0.01% 
 E19N17 
 198 
 0 0 2 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  198 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 1 
 Standard 0.01% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E19N17 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 1 
 Standard 0.01% 
 E20N29 
 231 
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 0 0 1 WINDOW GLASS 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  231 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 1 
 Standard 0.01% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E20N29 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 1 
 Standard 0.01% 
 E20N40 
 154 
 12 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 3 GLASS MUG 1 
 10 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 13 FAUNAL BONE -  1 
 UNIDENT 
 11 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 10 OTHER STNWR- 2 
 UNIDENT. 
 9 OTHER STONEWARE- 8 
 IDENT 
 7 WINDOW GLASS 9 
 6 BOWL 5 
 4 KIT: MASON JAR LID 3 
 2 BOTTLE UNIDENT 3 
 1 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  2 
 VESSEL 
 8 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 5 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  154 (14 detail records) 
 Sum 39 
 Standard 0.31% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E20N40 (14 detail records) 
 Sum 39 
 Standard 0.31% 
 E20N41 
 199 
 5 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 5 HARD PASTE 
PORCLN- 2 
 PLAIN 
 8 GLASS PITCHER 1 
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 7 WINDOW GLASS 9 
 4 KIT: JAR LID 1 
 3 GLASS MUG 1 
 6 BOWL 5 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  199 (7 detail records) 
 Sum 20 
 Standard 0.16% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E20N41 (7 detail records) 
 Sum 20 
 Standard 0.16% 
 E20N42 
 200 
 8 HARD PASTE 
PORCLN- 3 
 PLAIN 
 7 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  200 (2 detail records) 
 Sum 4 
 Standard 0.03% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E20N42 (2 detail records) 
 Sum 4 
 Standard 0.03% 
 E21N40 
 155 
 2 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,OTH.COL 
 3 WHITEW.TR- 1 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 4 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 1 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  3 
 VESSEL 
 6 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 9 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  2 
 VESSEL 
 5 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  155 (7 detail records) 
 Sum 10 
 Standard 0.08% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E21N40 (7 detail records) 
 Sum 10 
 Standard 0.08% 
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 E21N41 
 201 
 11 CANNING JAR 7 
 13 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 9 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 12 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 8 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 2
 GY.SALT/BUFF/ALBANY 8 
 7 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 1 IRONSTONE-PLAIN 3 
 10 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  201 (9 detail records) 
 Sum 25 
 Standard 0.20% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E21N41 (9 detail records) 
 Sum 25 
 Standard 0.20% 
 E21N42 
 156 
 3 BOWL 1 
 2 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 6 
 1 MARINE SHELL 7 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  156 (3 detail records) 
 Sum 14 
 Standard 0.11% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E21N42 (3 detail records) 
 Sum 14 
 Standard 0.11% 
 E22N40 
 202 
 6 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  202 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 1 
 Standard 0.01% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E22N40 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 1 
 Standard 0.01% 
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 E22N41 
 203 
 0 0 13 WINDOW GLASS 1 
 0 0 11 MARINE SHELL 7 
 0 0 12 MARINE SHELL 9 
 0 0 10 WHITEWARE- 2 
 DECORATED 
 0 0 12 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 0 0 8 UNIDENT TABLE  1 
 GLASS 
 0 0 7 PROPRIETARY  4 
 MEDICINE/DRUG 
 0 0 9 BOTTLE UNIDENT 6 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  203 (8 detail records) 
 Sum 32 
 Standard 0.26% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E22N41 (8 detail records) 
 Sum 32 
 Standard 0.26% 
 E22N42 
 157 
 4 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 5 
 5 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  2 
 VESSEL 
 2 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 1 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 2 
 6 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 13 MARINE SHELL 7 
 3 MARINE SHELL 12 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  157 (7 detail records) 
 Sum 31 
 Standard 0.25% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E22N42 (7 detail records) 
 Sum 31 
 Standard 0.25% 
 E24N12 
 204 
 11 WINDOW GLASS 2 
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 13 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 10 BOTTLE UNIDENT 5 
 9 WHITEW.TR- 5 
 PRNTD,OTH.COL 
 8 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 12 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  2 
 VESSEL 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  204 (6 detail records) 
 Sum 16 
 Standard 0.13% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E24N12 (6 detail records) 
 Sum 16 
 Standard 0.13% 
 E24N17 
 205 
 6 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  205 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 1 
 Standard 0.01% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E24N17 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 1 
 Standard 0.01% 
 E24N18 
 206 
 7 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  206 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 1 
 Standard 0.01% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E24N18 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 1 
 Standard 0.01% 
 E24N21 
 207 
 0 0 8 UNIDENT. JAR 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  207 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 1 
 Standard 0.01% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E24N21 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 1 
 Standard 0.01% 
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 E24N22 
 208 
 13 CANNING JAR 1 
 12 CANNING JAR 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  208 (2 detail records) 
 Sum 2 
 Standard 0.02% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E24N22 (2 detail records) 
 Sum 2 
 Standard 0.02% 
 E24N23 
 236 
 10 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 11 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  236 (2 detail records) 
 Sum 2 
 Standard 0.02% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E24N23 (2 detail records) 
 Sum 2 
 Standard 0.02% 
 E24N37 
 158 
 5 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 6 UNIDENT GLASS 4 
 8 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 2 
 10 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 4 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 12 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 7 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 11 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 2 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 1 
 1 BOTTLE UNIDENT 9 
 9 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 3 UNIDENT GLASS 3 
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 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  158 (12 detail records) 
 Sum 28 
 Standard 0.23% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E24N37 (12 detail records) 
 Sum 28 
 Standard 0.23% 
 E25N13 
 235 
 9 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 8 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 7 BUCKLE -FERROUS  1 
 MTL 
 6 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 5 WINDOW GLASS 4 
 4 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  235 (6 detail records) 
 Sum 9 
 Standard 0.07% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E25N13 (6 detail records) 
 Sum 9 
 Standard 0.07% 
 E25N22 
 159 
 6 WHITEWARE- 2 
 DECORATED 
 7 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 5 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 4 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 2 RED BODIED WARE -  11 
 OTHER 
 1 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 3 UNIDENT GLASS 2 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  159 (7 detail records) 
 Sum 20 
 Standard 0.16% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E25N22 (7 detail records) 
 Sum 20 
 Standard 0.16% 
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 E25N24 
 233 
 0 0 9 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  233 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 1 
 Standard 0.01% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E25N24 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 1 
 Standard 0.01% 
 E28N17 
 160 
 1 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  160 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 1 
 Standard 0.01% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E28N17 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 1 
 Standard 0.01% 
 E29N13 
 104 
 5 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 4 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 1 
 3 BEDSPRING 2 
 1 LIQUOR BOTTLE 1 
 2 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  104 (5 detail records) 
 Sum 6 
 Standard 0.05% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E29N13 (5 detail records) 
 Sum 6 
 Standard 0.05% 
 E29N15 
 161 
 2 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 1 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
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 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  161 (2 detail records) 
 Sum 2 
 Standard 0.02% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E29N15 (2 detail records) 
 Sum 2 
 Standard 0.02% 
 E29N17 
 211 
 3 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 4 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  211 (2 detail records) 
 Sum 2 
 Standard 0.02% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E29N17 (2 detail records) 
 Sum 2 
 Standard 0.02% 
 E29N29 
 212 
 5 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  212 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 1 
 Standard 0.01% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E29N29 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 1 
 Standard 0.01% 
 E30N12 
 162 
 1 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 3 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 2 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  162 (3 detail records) 
 Sum 3 
 Standard 0.02% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E30N12 (3 detail records) 
 Sum 3 
 Standard 0.02% 
 E30N13 
 163 
 24 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
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 10 LIGHT BULB -UNSPEC 1 
 17 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 4 UNIDENT GLASS 3 
 5 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 6 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 7 SEWER PIPE, TERRA  1 
 COTTA 
 8 UNIDENT. METAL 1 
 3 UNIDENT. METAL 5 
 22 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 14 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 18 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 19 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 20 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 1 
 21 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 23 PEARLWARE-OTHER 1 
 11 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 15 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 13 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 12 BOTTLE UNIDENT 6 
 16 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
 2 FAUNAL BONE -  1 
 UNIDENT 
 1 IRON NAIL-UNSPEC  2 
 TYPE 
 9 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  163 (24 detail records) 
 Sum 38 
 Standard 0.31% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E30N13 (24 detail records) 
 Sum 38 
 Standard 0.31% 
 E30N14 
 164 
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 1 UNCODED HISTORIC  1 
 MATERIAL 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  164 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 1 
 Standard 0.01% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E30N14 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 1 
 Standard 0.01% 
 E30N40 
 165 
 1 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  165 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 1 
 Standard 0.01% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E30N40 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 1 
 Standard 0.01% 
 E33N12 
 166 
 1 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  166 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 1 
 Standard 0.01% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E33N12 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 1 
 Standard 0.01% 
 E33N18 
 213 
 0 0 10 UNID DEC GLAS-
ETCH- 1 
 CUT-PT 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  213 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 1 
 Standard 0.01% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E33N18 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 1 
 Standard 0.01% 
 E33N21 
 237 
 9 OTHER STONEWARE- 1 
 IDENT 
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 0 0 12 METAL -UNSPEC 1 
 0 0 10 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 0 0 11 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  237 (4 detail records) 
 Sum 4 
 Standard 0.03% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E33N21 (4 detail records) 
 Sum 4 
 Standard 0.03% 
 E34N15 
 214 
 11 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 0 0 12 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  214 (2 detail records) 
 Sum 2 
 Standard 0.02% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E34N15 (2 detail records) 
 Sum 2 
 Standard 0.02% 
 E34N20 
 215 
 8 WINDOW GLASS 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  215 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 1 
 Standard 0.01% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E34N20 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 1 
 Standard 0.01% 
 E34N21 
 216 
 13 SCREWTOP LID 1 
 11 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  216 (2 detail records) 
 Sum 2 
 Standard 0.02% 
 218 
 13 SCREWTOP LID 1 
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 11 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  218 (2 detail records) 
 Sum 2 
 Standard 0.02% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E34N21 (4 detail records) 
 Sum 4 
 Standard 0.03% 
 E35N22 
 167 
 1 KIT: MASON JAR LID 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  167 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 1 
 Standard 0.01% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E35N22 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 1 
 Standard 0.01% 
 E35N64 
 168 
 2 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 1 BOTTLE UNIDENT 20 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  168 (2 detail records) 
 Sum 21 
 Standard 0.17% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E35N64 (2 detail records) 
 Sum 21 
 Standard 0.17% 
 E36N64 
 169 
 5 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 15 BOTTLE UNIDENT 130 
 14 BOTTLE UNIDENT 8 
 13 BOTTLE UNIDENT 25 
 12 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 11 BOTTLE UNIDENT 3 
 10 BOTTLE UNIDENT 9 
 9 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 8 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
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 6 BOTTLE UNIDENT 3 
 4 KIT: BOTTLE STOP - 1 
 METAL 
 3 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 2 UNDT UNDEC 
TUMBLER 1 
 1 WHITEW.TR- 2 
 PRNTD,PK/GN 
 7 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  169 (15 detail records) 
 Sum 189 
 Standard 1.53% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E36N64 (15 detail records) 
 Sum 189 
 Standard 1.53% 
 E36N65 
 170 
 1 PROPRIETARY  2 
 MEDICINE 
 11 LIQUOR BOTTLE 63 
 10 MISC PLASTIC FRAG 1 
 9 LIQUOR BOTTLE 2 
 8 LIQUOR BOTTLE 6 
 7 LIQUOR BOTTLE 3 
 6 BOTTLE UNIDENT 30 
 12 FAUNAL BONE -  1 
 UNIDENT 
 5 LIQUOR BOTTLE 14 
 2 LIQUOR BOTTLE 2 
 3 LIQUOR BOTTLE 6 
 4 MILK 14 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  170 (12 detail records) 
 Sum 144 
 Standard 1.16% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E36N65 (12 detail records) 
 Sum 144 
 Standard 1.16% 
 E37N64 
 171 
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 8 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 9 LIQUOR BOTTLE 24 
 7 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 6 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 5 BOTTLE UNIDENT 5 
 4 LIQUOR BOTTLE 26 
 3 BOTTLE UNIDENT 31 
 1 BOTTLE UNIDENT 225 
 2 KIT: BOTTLE STOP - 4 
 METAL 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  171 (9 detail records) 
 Sum 318 
 Standard 2.57% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E37N64 (9 detail records) 
 Sum 318 
 Standard 2.57% 
 E37N65 
 172 
 4 BOTTLE UNIDENT 3 
 11 LIQUOR BOTTLE 47 
 10 BOTTLE UNIDENT 250 
 9 LIQUOR BOTTLE 42 
 8 LIQUOR/WINE 
BOTTLE 3 
 7 LIQUOR BOTTLE 26 
 1 LIQUOR BOTTLE 21 
 5 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 3 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 2 BOTTLE UNIDENT 2 
 6 LIQUOR BOTTLE 4 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  172 (11 detail records) 
 Sum 401 
 Standard 3.24% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E37N65 (11 detail records) 
 Sum 401 
 Standard 3.24% 
 E40N14 
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 174 
 15 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 24 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 1 
 9 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 23 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 22 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 1 
 19 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 21 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 20 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 18 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 2 
 26 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 17 WHITEWARE-PLAIN 2 
 16 COSMETIC BOTTLE 6 
 6 UNIDENT GLASS 8 
 1 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 1 
 2 BUCKET -FERROUS  34 
 MTL 
 3 TIN CAN -UNSPEC 2 
 11 VASE 5 
 5 SAFETY PIN 1 
 14 PORCELAIN-SERVICE  1 
 VESSEL 
 7 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 7 
 8 BOTTLE UNIDENT 1 
 12 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 13 WINDOW GLASS 1 
 4 METAL COSMETIC  1 
 CONTAINER 
 10 TAR PAPER 5 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  174 (25 detail records) 
 Sum 87 
 Standard 0.70% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E40N14 (25 detail records) 
 Sum 87 
 Standard 0.70% 
 E40N19 
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 175 
 1 OTHER STONEWARE- 3 
 IDENT 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  175 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 3 
 Standard 0.02% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E40N19 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 3 
 Standard 0.02% 
 E40N21 
 176 
 3 WINDOW GLASS 1 
 2 WINDOW GLASS 1 
 1 BOTTLE UNIDENT 7 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  176 (3 detail records) 
 Sum 9 
 Standard 0.07% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E40N21 (3 detail records) 
 Sum 9 
 Standard 0.07% 
 E40N42 
 256 
 1 MISC MTL/SCRP: 
IRON  13 
 SHEET 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  256 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 13 
 Standard 0.10% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E40N42 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 13 
 Standard 0.10% 
 E44N58 
 217 
 13 FOOD BOTTLE OR 
JAR 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  217 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 1 
 Standard 0.01% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E44N58 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 1 
 Standard 0.01% 
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 E45N58 
 196 
 10 MTL/SCRP -FER 
METAL 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  196 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 1 
 Standard 0.01% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E45N58 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 1 
 Standard 0.01% 
 E45N59 
 234 
 0 0 1 SCREWTOP LID 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  234 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 1 
 Standard 0.01% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E45N59 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 1 
 Standard 0.01% 
 E49N19 
 219 
 12 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  219 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 1 
 Standard 0.01% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E49N19 (1 detail record) 
 Sum 1 
 Standard 0.01% 
 E54N91 
 220 
 0 0 2 FAUNAL BONE -  1 
 UNIDENT 
 0 0 1 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 0 0 3 UNIDENT GLASS 1 
 Summary for 'Provenience Index' =  220 (3 detail records) 
 Sum 3 
 Standard 0.02% 
 Summary for 'Coordinates' =  E54N91 (3 detail records) 
 Sum 3 
 Standard 0.02% 
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 Summary for 'Provenience Index (PI).Area' =  Transect (243 detail records) 
 Sum 1525 
 Standard 12.31% 
 Grand Total 12390 
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